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Abstract

The interactions between two macroscopic walls immersed in an isotropic symmetric
sponge phase (L3) at différent volume fractions, <î>, were studied with a surface force

apparatus. The purpose of thèse experiments was to investigate the behaviour of the
sponge phase when confined between two smooth rigid surfaces. Particular attention
was given to investigating this behaviour as the bulk transition to the lamellar phase (La)
was approached. At températures far from the L3/La bulk transition température, the
force-distance profile showed weak oscillations with aperiodicity approximately equal to
twice the characteristic length, |, measured for the sponge phase from small angle x-ray
scattering. Furthermore, the oscillations were superimposed on an exponential attractive
background that decayed with an order parameter corrélation length of2-3 times £ The
attractive background was explained by the enhancement of the sponge order in the
vicinity of the rigid walls. The structural oscillations observed in the force-distance
profile, although not completely understood, were discussed in terms ofthe packing of
sponge cells (cell size Ç). The significance ofthe observed periodicity (2Ç) may indicate
the importance ofthe symmetric nature ofthe sponge phase. By moving pairs ofcells in
response to an applied strain, thesymmetry ofthe sponge structure is protected.

As the température increased towards the L3/La bulk transition température, an abrupt
change inthe force-distance profile was observed ata threshold séparation labelled D*in.
A différent force régime wasobserved for séparations below D*in which oscillated witha
periodicity thatwas twice thereticular spacing, d, fora La phase of similar O. The force
oscillations were superimposed on an attractive background that was almost linear. Thèse
observations were consistent with a first order phase transition from the sponge phase to
the lamellar phase, induced by the confinement, where the lamellar phase was the
preferred wetting phase. By making an analogy with the capillary condensation
phenomenon known for pure liquid/vapour Systems, the surface tension of the La/L3
interface wasestimated from the force-distance profile.

The oscillatory profile arising from the présence of the induced lamellar phase was used
to extract the modulus of layer compressibility for the lamellar phase. The
compressibility was consistent with that expected theoretically for lamellae stabilised by
undulations forces. The periodicity of 2d was explained by the création of edge
dislocations of Burgers vectorequal to 2 in response to the applied strain. Suchdefects
may be regarded as a handle joining two membranes which arise naturally from the
topology of the bulksponge phase. Similar force measurements using thepure lamellar
phase of the same systemconfirmed thèseinterprétations.

IV
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 INTRODUCTION

For many years there has been great effort, both expérimental and theoretical, devoted to

the understanding of the physics of fluids at interfaces and fluids in confined geometries

[1-3]. In particular, the focus has been towards quantifying how the properties of the

fluid in contact with such interfaces differs from its bulk properties. Perhaps the best

studied Systems involve simple fluids like pure solvents or their vapours. As thèse fluids

meetan interface perturbations of bulkproperties are usually analysed in terms of wetting

phenomena [4]. The présence of a second surface enhances thèse effects, especially

when the twosurfaces are in closeproximity, to the extentthat theproperties of the whole

confined fluid film change. Examples of this are confinement induced phase transitions

such as the well known capillary condensation of pure liquids from their vapours [5, 6].

Furthermore, surface effects are of great practical importance as the interactionsbetween

particles are mediated by the stateofthe intervening fluid. Solvation forces, or hydration

forces whenthe fluidconcerned is water, are a direct conséquence of the perturbation of a
fluid near an interface [7].

A considérable amount of research has also concentrated on the behaviour of more

complex fluids at interfaces [8]. Such fluids themselves hâve spécial internai structures

or symmetries which may be perturbed near an interface. The effects usually described

under wetting phenomena are still applicable to complex fluids however, the modification

ofthe bulk fluid order becomes an additional considération. Thermotropic liquidcrystals

hâve been used extensively to study the ordering effects that surfaces hâve on

neighbouring fluids [9, 10]. The characteristic textures and patterns that are seen in

polarising optical microscopy for the liquid crystals are oftena directresuitof a preferred

orientation in the nematogen molécules imposed by a solid substrate [11]. Thèse

properties are put to use in liquid crystal displays for example.

Comparatively less work has been performed on lyotropic liquid crystals at interfaces.

Furthermore, research in the last twenty or so years has elucidated several new types of
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complex fluids based on self assembled surfactant phases. Thèse include wormlike

micellar phases [12], highly swollen lamellar phases [13], sponge phases [14-16], onion
phases [17, 18], and also a whole host ofdifférent cubic phases [19]. Although many of
thèse phases were noted toexist in the phase diagrams ofSystems long ago [20,21], only
récent advanced technologies, such as high resolution scattering techniques, hâve allowed
proper characterisation of their bulk structure. Detailed studies of how the bulk structure

of thèse new fluids behave at interfaces has thus begun. Complex fluids are used
increasingly for practical applications such as lubrication, chemical synthesis, and agents
to enhance the recovery of crude oil [22-24]. Often thèse applications rely on the
behaviour of the fluid incontact with other materials. Hence, the study of thèse Systems
near interfaces in a well defined laboratory framework is ofconsidérable importance.

Of the recently discovered lyotropic complex fluids, the sponge phase has generated a
great deal of interest (for reviews see [25-28]). Indeed, research into the bulk structure of

the sponge phase actively continues [29-32] as does theoretical treatment of its

thermodynamics [33-35]. Comparatively littie work has concentrated on the behaviour of

the sponge phasein contactwithothermaterials and in restricted geometries [36-43]. The

experiments presented in this thesis aim to describe the behaviour of the sponge phase
confinedbetween two smooth rigid surfaces. The majority of the study was performed

using a surface force apparatus (SFA) [44, 45] which has had many previous successes

in describing various surface phenomenon such as surfactant adsorption [46, 47],
capillary condensation [48,49], surface induced ordering [50-54], andbinary fluid phase

séparation [55, 56]. The data obtained from the SFA is the force, as a function of

séparation, between two macroscopic surfaces interacting across the intervening fluid.

Changes that occur within the intervening médium are reflected in the force-distance

profile allowing insights into the effect of confinement of the fluids in question. In this

way, this thesis describes how the sponge phase transforms, via a first order phase

transition, to the lamellar phase upon confinement. The conditions of température and

surface séparation needed for this confinement induced phase transition are defined

experimentally and other structural characteristics for both the sponge phase and the

inducedlamellarphaseare measured from the force-distance profile.

1.2 FLUIDS AT INTERFACES

1.2.1 Isolated Interfaces

In order to investigate the behaviour of fluids in confinement, a necessary starting point is

to first studythe fluid near a singleinterface. The perturbations that the fluid undergoes
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near the interface dépends on the nature of the interactions between the fluid and the

substrate which forms the interface. Even in the absence of direct fluid-substrate

interactions, the most basic effect when a fluid meets another material is that it becomes

limited by the resulting interface causing a break in the bulk symmetry of the fluid [7, 8].

The molécules that meet the interface are thus induced to take up a positional ordering

reflecting the geometry of the interface. Any attractive interaction between the surface and

the fluid will further immobilise the fluid molécules and enhance the positional ordering.

In the simplest case of a smooth rigid surface the positional ordering causes a layering of

the fluid molécules along the interface [7, 8]. The effect is summarised in Figure 1.1(a)

for an isotropic fluid made up of spheroidal particles in contact with a flat interface. Far

away from the interface, the fluid molécules do notfeel the surface and remain in their

usual bulk state assuming random positions and orientations. The layering of a fluids

constituent molécules at isolated interfaces has been evidenced in simple fluids such as

pure liquids [57] as well as more complex liquid crystalline fluids [8].

Depending on the fluid intermolecular interactions, the positional order induced at the

surface can be translated to adjacent molécules causing subséquent layers to form. This

effect has been demonstrated for many nematogens [9] at solid interfaces and also for

pure liquids [57, 58]. The thickness to which the induced layering pénétrâtes into the

bulk sample, £,, is strongly dépendent on the proximity of the System to a bulk phase

transition [8]. For walls interacting with the fluid only via an ordering potential, a range

of wetting phenomenon hâve been studied for isotropic or nematic fluids approaching the

ordered bulk phase domain. When the bulk phase transition is second order, the

thickness ofthe preordered film wetting the walls grows continuouslyand diverges at the

bulk phase transition [59, 60], (critical wetting [4]). For a first-order bulk phase

transition, the preordering at the fluid/solid interface is lost upon reaching some critical

thickness at which time the whole fluid becomes ordered over its remaining thickness [2,

3] (first order wetting [4]). On the other hand, if the solid substrate is rough on a scale

that tends to disorder the neighbouring fluid, then the disordered structure can persist

where bulk conditions would otherwise favour an ordered structure [61].

Similar structural perturbations hâve been observed at the free surfaces (fluid/vapour

interface) of various fluids in the absence of a rigid substrate. Nematic and isotropic

liquids hâve been shown to display smectic order at the fluid/vapour interface, while the

bulk fluid remains in its original state [59, 62]. Surface freezing at the free surface of

alkane mixtures has also been measured [63]. However, well developed molecular

layering extending from the free surface of simple fluids does not usually occur. Rather,

some roughness develops at the liquid/vapour interface allowing a more random packing

ofthe molécules [7].
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The topological features or roughness of solidsubstrates are important since the induced
positional ordering ofthe fluid will reflect features ofthe resulting interface. This is the
basis of epitaxial relations between structured fluids and the interface formed by solid
substrates [64]. Enhancing the topological features of a substrate by unidirectional
rubbing or chemical modification is commonly used to influence the structure of

nematogen molécules at solid interfaces [65-67]. The liquid crystal molécules at the

substrate interface then become oriented along a particular direction and thus impose a
spécifie orientation that may penetrate further intotheliquid crystal film [66].
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Figure 1.1: Fluid made of ellipsoïdal particles near a smooth rigid interface. The
particlesalign nearsurface and hencemaygainpositionand orientational order. Further

awayfrom the surface the order retums to the bulk state. When a second interface is
présent(b) theordering effect can be greatly enhanced andthefluid may become ordered
over the whole thickness.
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1.2.2 Confinement of Fluids between Two Interfaces

The nature of the surface as well as the nature of the bulk transition therefore hâve strong

influences on the behaviour of fluids in contact with other materials. The présence of a

second surface confining the sample can greatly enhance any surface induced ordering as

shown in Figure l.l(b). The layered ordering at the isolated interface (figure 1.1(a)) now

extends over the whole confined fluid film. Obviously, the séparation between the walls

and the proximity of the System to any bulk phase transitions will be important in

determining the mechanism by which the System arrives at the completely ordered state.

In this way the phase equilibria of a confined fluid may be richer than that of a bulk fluid,

as the free energy receives additional contributions resulting from the présence of the

walls [6]. The séparation, D, between the walls may act as an external field variable and

is analogous, for example, to an applied electric or magnetic field [5]. So for a confined

fluid at a given température, the séparation between the walls can be used as the tuning

variable to drive a phase transition in a similar way that the température is used in bulk for

the same fluid.

Experimentally, a great deal of work has concerned thin Uquid crystal films in vicinity of

a phase transition for both second and first order phase transitions in flat geometries [59,

60, 64, 67]. More complex confining geometries such as those afforded by porous

média hâve also been used to observe the effects of confinement in complex fluids [68].

The influence of the confined geometry is clear from the shift in the normal bulk transition

températures when the fluids réside in porous materials [2, 3, 67, 68]. More recently, the

lyotropic sponge phase has been studied in porous média [39]. In this situation as there

is an interplay between the ordering of the complex fluid via its interactions with the

substrate, and a tendency towards disorder via the induced defects needed to fill out the

tortuous topology.

Simple fluids also show significant différences in their bulk behaviour when placed in

confined geometries. Perhaps the best known confinement induced phase transition is

capillary condensation of liquids in narrow pores and slits [1, 5, 7, 69]. The effect

describes a situation where the liquid phase is stable within a confined space at a vapour

pressure that is below the normal saturation vapour pressure. This is shown

schematically in Figure 1.2 where a vapour is in contact with an adsorbing substrate in

the shape of a narrow wedge. A droplet of liquid condenses in the wedge and remains in

equilibrium with its vapour phase.
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Vapo

Figure 1.2: Capillary condensation ofa liquidfrom its vapour in anarrow cone-shaped
wedge. The liquid wets the solid walls and is stable in the confined space even though
the vapourpressure isbelow the saturation vapourpressure.

The stability ofthecapillary condensate isdetermined by the Kelvin équation which can
be written as follows [5]:

kPsJ
RTln ~ Ylv**

1 1
— + —

Vri TlJ

—XM-Lb
R_

(1.1)

where ps is the vapour pressure ofthe liquid, Vm is the molar volume ofthe liquid, yiv is
the liquid/vapour interfacial tension, and Rm is the mean curvature ofthe liquid droplet
[5]. So the condensed fluid in Figure 1.2 can be stable even when the bulk pressure, p,
is less than ps, as Rm isnégative for the concave interface. The wetting properties ofthe
substrate are important in this process. For instance, capillary evaporation occurs if the
two confining walls favour the vapour phase, resulting in the spontaneous formation of
vapour cavities as noted when two hydrophobic surfaces corne into close proximity [70-
72]. Another related phenomenon is the phase séparation of binary fluids where the
confining walls are preferentially wetby oneofthe fluids [49, 73]. In this situation the
Kelvin équation is still applicable except that the vapour pressure in Equation 1.1 is
replaced by the soluté activity [73].

1.3 INTERACTIONS BETWEEN WALLS CONFINING LIQUIDS

Many techniques hâve been used tomeasure the changes influids when they meet another
interface or are placed in a confined geometry. For isolated interfaces, reflectivity
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techniques can be used to directly measure adsorption profiles or the fluid structure near

an interface [57, 59, 60]. For confined geometries, other studies hâve looked at some

bulk property which changes upon confinement such as the overall biréfringence [67], or

heat capacity of the confined fluid [68]. Monitoring the force betweenconfining surfaces

has been used to a lesser extent but can provide a useful measure of surface effects [74].

This is because the force observed between the walls is related to the way that the free

energy per unit area of the confined fluid changes as the séparation between the walls is

varied [1, 6]. Lane and Spurling showed by computer simulations, two important
features of the force-distance profile thatresuit when capillary condensation of a vapour
occurs between two absorbing walls [74-76]. The first was an abrupt change in the

force-distance profile upon condensation of the dense liquid between the surfaces from

the gas state, and the second was a séries of oscillations arising from the effect of
molecular layering of the liquid [75].

Development of the surface force apparatus allowed confirmation of thèse initial

prédictions in a séries of studies measuring the force-distance profile for pure liquids and
vapours confined between smooth mica surfaces [48, 77]. Theoscillatory forces arising
from surface induced layering of molécules hâve been measured for several pure liquids
suchas octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane (OMCTS), cyclohexane, and benzène [77-79]. The
oscillations in the force-distance profile occur as thefree energy ofthe fluid film lises and
falls depending on whether the confined gap can accommodate an intégral number of
molecular layers. The measured force also oscillâtes with a periodicity corresponding to
the molecular mean diameter of the particular molécule; a minimum in the force occurs

when the surface séparation is an intégral number of molecular diameters.

Discontinuities in theforce-distance profile arising from phase transitions of theconfined
fluids hâve also been observed during the study ofcapillary condensation of pure liquids
from there vapours. The surfaces are brought together from large séparations and at a
critical séparation D*, the liquid condenses between the surfaces forming a liquid droplet.
The Laplacepressureacross the droplet interface gives lise to an attractive force between

the surfaces which is approximately given by [73, 80]:

- = -4fytv
v 2R

(1.2)
m J

where R is the mean radius of curvature of the SFA surfaces. Separating the surfaces
ultimately leads to evaporation of the condensate and may occur at a surface séparation
greater than D*, indicating a hystérésis in the condensation and evaporation processes
[80, 81]. Furthermore the capillary condensation phenomenon has also allowed the

measurement of solvation forces once the condensate has formed between the surfaces.
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In this way solvation forces in OMCTS, cyclohexane, pentane [82] and ethanol [83] hâve

been measured.

The interaction between rigid walls confining complex fluids show similar force

discontinuities and oscillations . Often thèse effects are more dramatic given that the

corrélation lengths in liquid crystals are larger than pure isotropic liquids. Shown in

figure 1.1(a) is the profile ofthe degree of order in the fluid as a function ofthe distance

away from the solid interface. A high degree of order exists near the solid interface due

to the development of some positional and orientational order, which decays back to the

bulk value some distance further out from the surface. If another identical wall is présent,

opposing the first, a similar profile of enhanced order will be présent for the neighbouring

fluid. As the two surfaces approach each other and the layered order on each wall begins

to overlap, the degree of order across the whole thickness of the sample increases and

will ultimately look something like that shown in figure l.l(b). The distribution is

symmetrical and strongly developed near each wall, with a minimum at the midplane.

Keeping ail other factors constant, the degree of induced ordering at the midplane, as

indicated by the height of the minimum, will be dépendent on the séparation between the

walls.

The overlap of the régions of enhanced order hâve important conséquences on the free

energy of the fluid and on the interaction between the walls. A theoretical analysis of this

effect in the Landau-Ginzburg formalism was first performed by Marcelja and Radie [84].

The problem considered was that of water molécules layering at opposing interfaces

giving an asymmetric distribution of order across the confined film. In that case the free

energy was found to increase as the surfaces approached each other resulting in an overall

répulsive interaction [84]. So for a symmetric distribution of the induced order, as

shown in figure 1.1, the free energy should decrease as the surfaces approach each other

and the interaction will be attractive overall. The example shown in Figure 1.1 is an

illustration of presmectic ordering of thermotropic liquid crystals which has been

described theoretically by de Gennes [10].

Only a few studies hâve dealt with the measurement of the force between walls confining

complex fluids near a phase transition. Horn et al. measured interactions between mica

surfaces immersed in a thermotropic Uquidcrystal [50]. They studied both the first order

isotropic-smectic transition and the second order nematic-smectic transition. The results

were discussed in terms of pretransitional effects although the study was carried out at a

fixed température, which kept the System at a fixed position with respect to bulk phase

transitions. The results clearly showed a médium range attractive force between identical

smooth surfaces confining an isotropic or nematic phase due to the enhanced order of the

liquid crystal near each rigid wall [50]. An extension to this study on a différent
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thermotropic system [51], which also included an extensive analysis of the effect of

température, quantified the effect of the enhancement of the surface induced order in

terms of the smectic order parameter [10]. The attraction was shown to decay

exponentially with distance and wasobserved in both the isotropic phase, and the nematic

phase [51]. Furthermore, it has been confirmed that a répulsive interaction occurs when

the surfaces give rise to an asymmetric distribution of the order parameter [52]. The

répulsive interaction was observed when an ordering surface approached a polymer

coated surface, which disordered the nearby fluid [52].

Surface force studies hâve therefore been used to quantify the extent to which the fluid at

an interface becomes ordered, and the way in which the order decays away from the

interface. In some studies on pure liquids, forces arising from molecular layering hâve

been noted for OMCTS of up to ten molecular diameters [77, 79]. Thermotropic liquid

crystals hâve been shown to develop five or so layers at the free surface using x-ray

reflectivity [62], and up to around 17 layers hâve been measured between strongly

ordering walls for a sample just above the nematic/lamellar transition température in the

SFA [51, 52].

1.4 SELF ASSEMBLED PHASES OF FLUID BILAYER MEMBRANES

Ofthe large variety of self assembled surfactant structures, membrane phases are among

the most studied. One reason for this is that surfactant membranes provide a well defined

system for study towards the understanding of the physical properties of biological

membranes. The basic building unit of the membrane is the surfactant molécule which

may self assemble to give a bilayer, that may extend in two dimensions, as shown in

Figure 1.3(a). Once the bilayer has formed, several further organisations are possible.

Simple structures like vesicles may form where the membrane is curved and connects to

itself to form a closed structure [7]. The most basic structure however is the lamellar

phase, or La phase, formed when the surfactant membranes remain flat on average and

stack up in one dimension separated by a solvent layer [85]. The resulting structure

shown in Figure 1.3(b) is periodic with a characteristic distance, d, defining the thickness

of the solvent layer and surfactant bilayer. The La phase is therefore analogous to the

smectic-A phase of thermotropic liquid crystals. A more complex arrangement of the

membrane may also occur known as the sponge or L3 phase shown in Figures 1.3(c) and

1.3(d) [16, 86, 87]. Research into the structure and properties of both the sponge phase

and the lamellar phase has been intense in récent years and a brief description of thèse

récent discoveries relevant to this study is given below.
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Figure 1.3: (a) A Surfactant membrane formedfrom the self assembly of surfactant

molécules, (b) The surfactant membranes can stackin one dimension toform the lamellar

phase (La). Figures (c) and (d) show twodifférent représentations ofthe spongephase

(L3). The schematic view (c) shows thecharacteristic size ofthe sponge as theaverage

diameter ofthe passages [26]. The modelshownin (d) was generatedfrom Monte Carlo

simulations [87]. For a symmetric sponge thesolventis partitioned into twoéquivalent

subvolumes oneither sideofthe membrane as indicated bythe dark andlight shading.

10
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1.4.1 Lyotropic Lamellar Phases

Lamellar phases are often found to be stable in surfactant Systems over a large range of

conditions. For stability there must be a répulsive interaction between the membranes to

prevent the collapse of the smectic ordering under the influence of attractive van der

Waals forces. If ionic surfactants are présent, the membranes may become charged upon

dissociation of the surfactant counterions. Electrostatic repulsion can then balance the van

der Waals attraction and stabilise the smectic structure of the lamellar phase. Hydration

interactions also play a rôle in the stability of lamellar phases, but thèse are very short

range interactions (<2 nm) [88, 89]. Interestingly, some phase diagrams show that the

lamellar phase can be stable at large dilution where d approaches the order of hundreds of

nanometres[13]. In such Systems the intermembrane spacing is well beyond the

séparation at which electrostatic interactions can operate [90]. Other Systems also show

swollen lamellar phases where electrostatic interactionsare impossibleeither because the

surfactant bilayers are nonionic or the swelling solvent is oil [91].

Helfrich showed how undulations that exist in flexible membranes could give rise to an

effective répulsive interaction between the membranes [92-94]. The répulsive interaction

was long range and could compete with van der Waals attraction to stabilise the lamellar

structure. The répulsive interaction relies on the présence of out of plane undulations in

the membranes which are always présent in flexible membranes given thermal energy
[92]. To begin, Helfrich considered an isolated membrane free to fluctuate in space

unhindered. The same membrane confined between two other membranes (as in a

lamellar phase) will be constrained to undulate within a smaller volume a many of the

previously possible conformations are now forbidden since the membranes cannot

intersect. Hence the configurational entropy of the membrane is reduced whilst it is

bounded by other membranes in the lamellar structure. The interaction energy per unit
area between the membranes is therefore positive, leading to a répulsive interaction
calculated as follows [92]:

_2>n2 {kBTf 1
f =

J und
128

(1.3)

where k is the elastic modulus associated with membrane bending and d is the reticular

spacing ofthe lamellar phase.

In practice, several factors are required for the undulation interaction to dominate the

intermembrane interaction. First of ail, the bilayers must be flexible enough to allow

membrane undulations to exist [90]. Scattering studies hâve indeed confirmed that

Systems dominated by undulation interactionshâve kcomparable to thermal énergies [90,

91]. Thèse results are consistent with the observation of highly diluted lamellar phases in
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Systems where cosurfactant molécules are présent: cosurfactant molécules are known to

decrease K [95]. Roux and Safinya also showed that electrostatic interactions between

membranes suppress membrane undulations and overwhelm the undulation interaction

[90]. Screening of the electrostatic interactions by the addition of sait, or by using oil to

swell the lamellae, was shown to be important in allowing the undulation interaction to

dominate [90].

Membrane undulations hâve significant conséquences on the swelling behaviour of

lamellar phases. Rigidmembranes remain mostly flat and increasing the dilution simply

causes the intermembrane distance to increase according to [96]:

4«=£ CM)
where O is the membrane volume fraction and 8 is defined in Figure 1.3(a). More

flexible membranes that exhibit large thermal undulations hâve a larger total area of a

membrane compared to the area projected onto the plane correspondingto idéal smectic

ordering [96]. The conséquence of this is that the idéal scaling law (Equation 1.5)

becomes modified as foUows [96]:

A -S
\47CKj

(L5)

where c is a constant close the to the value of 1 [97]. Equation 1.6 has allowed

expérimental évaluation of the membrane bending constant Kfor the lamellar phase of

several surfactant Systems [96-99].

The relevance of the lamellar phases stabilised by undulation force to this thesis is that

sponge phases are always associated with such lamellar phases via a first order phase

transition. Furthermore, force measurements presented in Chapter 4 show how the

présence of the undulation interaction is measuredform the force-distance profile arising

between surfaces confining a homeotropicaUy aUgned stack of lamellae.

1.4.2 Isotropic L3 (Sponge) Phases

The existence of the L3 phase in surfactant Systems has been known for some twenty

years. Fontell's study of the effect of electrolyte on the surfactant sodium bis(ethylhexyl)

sulfosuccinate revealed a non-viscous isotropic liquid in a narrow région of the phase

diagram which was labelled L2 [21]. Several macroscopic features ofthe isotropic liquid

were described but at that time, no high resolution scattering techniques were available to

characterise the internai structure of the phase. A similar isotropic phase was reported for

a range of nonionic surfactants in an extensive study by Mitchell et al. and hère the phase

12
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was termed L3 [100]. Soon after Miller and coworkers noted thestreaming biréfringence
of theL3 phase in bulk optical observations [101] and speculated that theL3 consisted of
randomly oriented platelike micelles [102]. However, neutron scattering experiments
comparing the L3 phase and neighbouring swollen La phase, showed that both phases
were comprised of similar surfactant bilayers [16, 86]. The bilayer of the L3 phase,
although locally flat, was randomly oriented on a global scale [16, 86, 103, 104].
Conductivity measurements in water rich and oil rich L3 phases, also showed that the
bilayer was connected and formed continuous water channels throughout the structure
[16]. NMR self diffusion measurements provided furtherévidence for the bicontinuous

nature the sponge structure [105, 106]. Ultimately, the sponge-like structure of the L3
phase shown in Figure 1.3(c) and 1.3(d) began to émerge and sponge and L3
terminology became interchangeable. Studies using freeze fracture électron microscopy
hâve further confirmedthèse représentations [107-110].

The sponge phase, as represented in Figure 1.3(c) and 1.3(d), is seen to be made of a

continuous surfactant membrane withno longrange positional or orientational order. The

membrane is bent everywhere into local saddle-like shapes giving rise multiple
connections in three dimensions [25]. As a resuit the intervening solvent is partitioned
into two équivalent, but separate, subvolumes resulting in the bicontinuous nature of the

phase [15]. Although the sponge is a random isotropic fluid phase, the scattering profile
does show a broad intensity maximum indicating some characteristic length, usually
labelled £, within the sponge structure [16, 111, 112]. The corrélation length
corresponds to the most frequently occurring intermembrane distance and has been

described as the average diameter ofthe passages shown in Figure 1.3(c) [25]. Dilution
of the sponge phase causes an increase in ^ according to the law:

(1.6)

where a is a constant related to the topology of the sponge phase and is equal to

approximately 1.5 [86]. Logarithmic corrections to the idéal swelling relation, Equation
1.6, hâve also been proposed for the sponge phase due to the membrane fluctuations.

The corrected form of Equation 1.6 is analogous to that shown for the lamellar phase
(Equation 1.5) and may be written [97]:

, S

*-(£) InO (1.7)

where ji is a constant but of a différent physical origin from c in Equation 1.5 [97]. In
practice, Equation 1.6 is sufficient to describe the swelling of the sponge phase as

13
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expérimental measurement of £ is not usuallyaccurate enoughto distinguish the corrected

form.

The partition ofthe solvent into two équivalent subvolumes within the sponge structure is

a conséquence of the symmetrical nature of the surfactant bilayer [25, 113]. However,

continued dilution of the sponge phase ultimately causes phase séparation towards an

isotropic micellar phase (Li) [21,100]. In some surfactant Systems, there is a continuous

path from the symmetric sponge to the dilute Uquid phase [15,27,114]. Roux et al. hâve

suggested that the symmetric partitioning of the solvent at higher membrane volume

fractions, may eventually break upon dilution to give an asymmetric sponge where one

solvent subvolume becomes greater than the other [27, 115]. In this scheme, the

imbalance in the two subvolumes increases uponfurther dilution andprogresses naturaUy

to give a disperse phase of vesicles [115,116]. A alternative scénario has beenproposed

where the sponge phase breaks up because the density of defects (holes and tears) in the

membrane increases as the structure is diluted [117, 118]. Expérimental évidence has

been gathered to support both symmetry breaking [116], and in other cases membrane

tearing [114, 119], so the behaviour ofthe sponge at high dilution remains a debated

issue. Although this thesis does not address the behaviour of the sponge phase at high
dilutions, some ofthe results are discussed in terms ofthe spécial symmetry imposed by
the partition ofthe solvent into two subvolumes.

1.5 AIMS AND PERSPECTIVES OF THIS THESIS

The aims of this thesis are to describe the behaviour of a symmetric sponge phaseas it is

confined between two smooth rigid surfaces. The sponge phase is always associated

with a first order transition to the neighbouring swollen lamellar phase. A particular
interest was therefore to observed the effects of confinement as the sponge phase
approached the bulk transition to the lamellar phase. The experiments presented hère
therefore represent a progression ofthe confinement studies performed on other complex
fluids in the vicinity of a second order bulk phase transition [51,52]. Furthermore, thèse

experiments also share an analogy with work done on simple fluids near a first order

phase transitions such as the SFA studies of capillary condensation of liquids from
vapours [48, 80, 81].

The lyotropic sponge/lamellar system offers additional interest as it is an experimentally

realised system of fluctuating surfaces. Few expérimental studies hâve examined the

sponge phase away from its bulk state. Only recently hâve rheological studies of the

sponge phase emerged in the literature [40, 41] offering some explanation ofthe early
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observations of flow induced biréfringence. Likewise, the work presented in this thesis

[37], together with a few other récent reports [36, 38, 120], provide some of the first

insights into the way the sponge phase reacts to restrictions in its bulk structure. As yet,

the theoretical analysis of how the structures within the sponge phase become reorganise

under small applied strains has not been explicitly performed. It is hoped that the results

of this thesis wiU stimulate some theoretical work in such a direction.

Several other complex fluids hâve been studied in confinement from which information

can be drawn for this work. In particular, several SFA studies hâve shown how

confinementof lyotropiclamellar phasescan be used to measure the elasticpropertiesand

nature of the induced defects [121-123]. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 of this thesis apply a

similar analysis to the présent System which examines a lyotropic lamellar phase stabiUsed

by undulation forces. Further background to the structural perturbations that occur in

complex fluids induced by confinement has been demonstrated for Systems of normal

[124] micelles, reversed micelles [125], and wormlike micelles [126]. The présent work

extends this range of studies which hâve aimed to demonstrate the effect of imposed

geometrical restrictions on the various internai structures of complex fluids.
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Chapter 2

Expérimental Techniques

In this chapter the gênerai techniques used to prépare and characterise the surfactant

phases are described. The opération of the Surface Force Apparatus (SFA) is also

outlined together with the methods used to measure the force-distance profiles for the

various samples studied.

2.1 THE SODIUM BIS(2-ETHYLHEXYL)SULFOSUCCINATE / BRINE

SURFACTANT SYSTEM

The surfactant system chosen for this work was comprised of sodium bis(2-

ethylhexyl)sulfosuccinate (Aerosol-OT or AOT) and brine. AOT is an anionic, double

chained surfactant with the structure shown in Figure 2.1. This surfactant displays a rich

variety of liquid crystalline structures but of particular interest to this work was the

lamellar phase, La, and the sponge phase, L3. The phase diagram for this system,

where the brine consisted of sodium chloride, was studied in détail by Fontell [1] and

later by Miller and Ghosh [2, 3]. The La and L3 phases are found adjacent to each other

in the phase diagram and a transition between the two can be initiated by adjusting the sait

concentration. This AOT system also shows thermotropic behaviour where the La to L3

transition can be induced upon decreasing the température [4]. AOT is the only

amphiphilic component présent often allowing the AOT/brine system to be treated as

pseudo-binary.

The lamellar phase of the binary AOT/water systemexists over AOT concentrationsfrom

17% by weight (%w) to about 70%w [5]. When electrolyte is présent between 1.3%w and

1.7%w the pure lamellarphase can be further diluteddown to 5%w of AOT [1, 3]. Over

this range of lamellar stability, the reticular spacing of the membranes, d, ranges from

around 38 nm down to 3 nm and is mainly dépendent on the AOT volume fraction [1,4,
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6, 7]. Indeed, when no sait is présent, idéal one-dimensional swelling was observed by

Fontell [5]. However, a slight déviation from idéal swelling has been reported for La

samples closer to the La/L3 phase boundary [7, 8]. In this région of the phase diagram

the electrolyte concentration is high (around 0.4 M) and the electrostatic interactions ofthe

membranes are mostly screened. Undulation forces [9] are therefore expected to
dominate the inter membrane interaction [7] in this région of the phase diagram and
several works hâve argued that a logarithmic correction should be applied to theclassical
scaling law to describe the reticular spacing of the lamellar phase [7, 8, 10]. Note also,
thatthe viscosity ofthe lameUar phase decreases as theelectrolyte concentration increases.

Na+ "03S

Figure 2.1: Sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl)sulfosuccinate (aerosol-OT orAOT).

Increasing theelectrolyte concentration to around 1.8%w induces a first order transition to
the sponge phase which exists at AOT concentrations between 5%w and 60%w [1, 3,6].
Over this range the characteristic size ofthe sponge structure, &ranges from about 60 nm
to 5 nm [4, 6, 7]. A number of studies hâve looked directly at the structure of the L3
phase formed by the AOT system [6-8]. Although some early works described the L3
phase as a system ofdisordered plates [2,3], it is now generally agreed that the structure
is well approximated by Figure 1.3. To date, there has been no évidence to suggest that
this system forms an asymmetric sponge, so it is assumed that the AOT/brine system
forms asymmetric sponge over the whole stability région. X-ray and neutron scattering
confirm that the bilayer which makes up the sponge is similar to that of the lamellar
phase. The thickness, ô, ofthemembrane remains a constant 1.9 nm in both phases [4,
6].

The transition between the sponge and lamellar phase is primarily controUed by the sait
concentration. However, at fixed composition one may gofrom the sponge phase to the
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lamellarphase by increasing the température [4]. This température behaviouris in fact the

reverse of that seen in other Systems such as nonionic surfactants [11] and several ionic

surfactants, for example, SDS [12], and CPC1 [13]. Nevertheless, this reverse

température behaviour has been noted in other surfactant Systems [14, 15]. As discussed

in Chapter 1, a consistent theory that explains theexistence ofthe sponge phase in ail of
the surfactant Systems has still not been agreed upon [16].

Several limitations are imposedon the types of samplesable to be studied in the surface

force apparatus (SFA). First of ail, the présence of halide ions (in particular Cl") at high
concentrations will lead to thedégradation of thesilver layers thatform theoptical cavity
ofthe interferometer [17,18]. So in order to study the AOT/brine system in the SFA, the

NaCl was replaced with NaN03. The N03" anion does not adverselyeffect thèse silver

surfaces [17]. Swapping NaCl and NaN03 was not expected to give rise to any
significant différences in the AOT/brine system. Nevertheless a brief characterisation of

the alternate system was made which included, phase détermination by observation of
bulksamples, polarising microscopy, and small angle X-ray scattering.

A partial phase diagram for system AOT/NaN03/H20 was redetermined to establish the

lamellar and the sponge phase régions known in the AOT/NaCl/H20. Only the
compositions between 8%w and 30%w AOT were studied as shown in Figure 2.2. In
terms of mole fractions, the phasebehaviour does not differ significantly from the case
where NaCl is the electrolyte.

The phase diagram shown in Figure 2.2 was determined by making a séries of small
samples (~2 g) containing AOT, water, and sodium nitrate spanning a range of
compositions. Thèse samples were prepared by first making several AOT/pure water
stock solutions, each of approximately 25 g. The stock solution could be quite viscous
given that no sait was présent and équilibration typically took one week with fréquent
shaking. At this stage a small quantity of thestock solution was weighed into small glass
ampoules and to thèse was added différent quantities of dry sodium nitrate. The

ampoules were flame sealed, mixed thoroughly and then were left at a constant

température of 25°C in a water bath to equilibrate. The phase boundaries were
determined by the appearance of the bulk samples and also by crossed polarising
microscopy. For the range of compositions studied, single phase and twophase régions
were easilydistinguished withthe exception of the La+Li région. Coexisting La and Li

phases did not separate readily and were also difficult to distinguish in the microscope.
The La+Lj boundary in Figure 2.2 is thereforeonly approximate.
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Figure 2.2: Partial phase diagram for the system AOT/NaNOs/H20 at 25°C. The
notations ofLuzzati [19] andBenton [20] hâve been usedto name the phases; micellar
phase (Li), lamellar phase (La), and sponge phase (L3). The (La + Lj) boundary
(shaded Une) is only approximate.

AOT is known to dégrade with time via a hydrolysis reaction to form ethyl-hexyl alcohol
[21]. Other impurities also found in commercial AOT include Na2S04, carboxylated
organic salts [22], as weU as NaHS03 andmaleic acidwhich areprésent during synthesis
[23]. Impurities présent in the AOT can effect the phase behaviour significantly and
purification is necessary especiaUy when dealing with phases thathâve a narrow région of
stability in the phase diagram like the sponge and lamellar phases [22, 24]. There are

several procédures used to purify commercial AOT throughout the literature which

typically require one step to remove inorganic impurities and a further step to remove
organic impurities [22, 23, 25-28].

The AOT used throughout this work was obtained from Fluka (AG purum) and further

purified using one of twomethods. Thefirst method [28] involved dissolving about 25 g
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of the commercial AOT in 500 mL of freshly distilled, warm methanol. After ail of the

AOT had dissolved the solution was filtered through a nucleopore filter with a pore size
of 0.08 urn. About 50 mL of water was added to the filtrate which was then placed in a
separatory funnel andwashed twotimes with 300mLof freshly distilled petroleum spirit
(60-80°C boiling range). The resulting AOT/methanol solution was placed on a rotary
evaporator at40°C to remove most ofthe solvent. Finally, the AOT was dried completely
by the technique of freeze drying for about 24 hrs at a pressure of 0.03 Torr. The final

product was sealed in a glass container and stored at around 5°C.

Another, more detailed, method of purification was also used. Firstly, about 50 g of
AOT was dissolved in 500 mL of cyclohexane and stirred overnight with 10-15 g of
activated charcoal. The charcoal was removed by filtering through a 0.2 iim filter. 25
mL of water was added to the AOT/cyclohexane solution and then gently shaken. The
flocculant was allowed to settle and the cyclohexane layer was removed and washed
process twice more with additional 15 mL volumes of pure water. The AOT was
recovered from the resulting cyclohexane solution by rotary evaporation at a température
no greater than 40°C. The dry AOT was then dissolved in methanol and carried through
the first purification method outlined above. Pure AOT gives a spécifie séquence of
phases inthe présence ofvarying amounts ofwater. Asimple test for the purity ofAOT
could therefore be madeby placinga drop of 50% AOT / 50% watermixture betweena

microscope slide and cover slip, then observing the séquence of phases that form as the
water evaporated. The séquence of phases with decreasing water content should be [22];
lamellar, cubic, and finally reversed hexagonal, which are ail easily distinguished under
crossed polarisers.

Water used in ail the expérimental work was purified by first passing it through a Krystal
Klear reverse osmosis System. The water was then distilled once and finally passed
through a four cartridge MiUi Q-plus purification unit. The conductivity ofthis water was
5xl0-8 S.cm1. The sodium nitrate (BDH, Anal-R grade) was dried in vacuo and stored
in a desiccator. Methanol and petroleum spirit (boiling range 60-80°C) were obtained
from BDH and were distilled immediately before use. Cyclohexane, also from BDH,
was used asreceived. AU reagents and solvents were of analytical quality.

2.2 OPTICAL MICROSCOPY AND X-RAY ANALYSIS

Polarising optical microscopy was used for the détermination of the phase diagram and
also to examine samples prior to commencing, and at the completion of, ail SFA
experiments. An Olympus BH-2polarising microscope fitted witha Mettler FP82HT hot
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stage and Mettler FP82HT Central Processor was used for ail température studies and

was accurate to ±0.1°C.

For microscopy, the AOT/NaNOy^O samples were drawn into rectangularcapillaries

(VitroDynamics Inc.) by capillary action and flame sealed. The capillaries used for the

lamellar sampleshad a path lengthof 100 ixm, while a 400 \im path length was used for

samples in the sponge phase. Observation of the samples in the microscope

complimented the bulk observations for the development of the phase diagram. A

detaUed studyofthe textures observed in the lamellar phase ofthe AOT/brine system has

been performed by MUler and coworkers [3,29] and used as a référence in this work.

Polarising microscopy was also used todétermine the L3/La transition température, Tj^,
for sponge samples prior to injection into the SFA. The sponge samples were placed in

400 iim path length capiUaries and observedunder crossedpolarisers while increasingthe

température in small steps of about 0.5°C. Thesponge phase is optically isotropic and
non-birefringent. At the transition to the lamellar phase, focal conics begin to appear,

initially on the upper and lower surfacesofthe capillary. The transitiontempératurewas

taken as the température at which the focal conics first appeared. A photograph of the

effect is shownin Figure2.3. The process was repeated to ensure reproducibility within

±0.5°C. Other optical textures hâve been observed during the sponge to lamellar
température transition revealing information about the structure of the La/L3 interface in

another surfactant system [30,31].

Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) patterns of sponge phase and lamellar phase

samples were measured and compared to previous measurements in using the original

AOT/NaCl/H20 system. The SAXS facility at the Department de Physico-Chimie

C.E.N., Saclay was used for thèse measurements [32]. This machine consisted of a

rotating Cu anode generator and a double bent crystal monochromator. Two différent

detectors were used; scattering from the sponge phase samples was recorded using a two

dimensional image plate, whiïe a two dimensional gas detector was used for the lamellar

phase samples [33].
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Figure 2.3: Appearance ofbiréfringent spherulites of lamellar phase upon reaching the

sponge /lamellar transition température, Tia Thefocal conics arefirst observed on the
top and bottom surfaces ofthe rectangular capillary.

A typical scattering profile for a non-oriented lamellar phase sample is shown in Figure

2.4 (AOT volume fraction, 0=0.134). A Bragg peak occurs at a position qo, which is

dépendent on the membrane volume fraction. The reticular spacing of the lamellae is then

given by; d=2n/qo. For each of the samples studied, only the first order Bragg peak was

seen consistent with previous work on dilute La samples of the corresponding NaCl

system [6]. Second order Bragg peaks may be observed at higher surfactant volume

fractions, but thèse are generally weak for Systems stabilised by undulation forces [34,

35]. The results for three La samples are summarised in Table 2.1. For comparison, the

reticular spacing predicted by the idéal swelling law (Equation 1.1) is given together with

the values predicted using the logarithmic correction to idéal swelling (Equation 1.2).
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Figure 2.4: X-ray scattering intensity l(q) verses scattering vector qfor a La powder

sample of the A0T/NaN0s/H20 system (0=0.135). A quasi-Bragg peak is seen at

qo=0.04. The solid Une is a guidefor the eye.
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Figure 2.5: (a) X-ray scattering intensity I(q) verses scattering vector qfor a sponge

phase sample ofthe AOT/NaNOj/H20 system (0=0.137). The characteristic size ofthe

sponge Çis somewhat ambiguous given the broadscattering peak. (b) A plot of l/l(q)

versesq2 is useful to establish £ since the beginning ofthe membraneformfactor can be

identified, in this case qo=0.03.

The scattering profile of the sponge phase shows no Bragg peak but does hâve a broad

maximum arising from some characteristic length scale within the structure as shown in

Figure 2.5(a). The position of the intensity maximum, and hence the characteristic size of

the sponge £, is difficult to détermine directly from the scattering profile. However,

plotting l/l(q) verses q2 allows the scattering due to the membrane form factor to be

distinguished [36]:

rsmqô/2
qS/2/(€)~-j

q

Y
(2.1)

Equation 2.1 is the form factor for an assembly of uncorellated lamellae also shown as the

solid Une in Figure 2.5(b). The peak position is then estimated as the scattering vector

where the curve of Figure 2.5(b) déviâtes from the solid Une. Three sponge samples

were measured in this way and the results are presented in Table 2.1. Once again, the

values predicted from idéal swelling and with logarithmic corrections are shown for
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comparison. The measured values agrée quite well with the previous studies [4, 6, 7]

showing that replacing NaClwithNaN03 makes no greatdifférence.

Table 2.1: Summary ofthe La phase reticular distance (d) and the characteristic size of
the sponge phases (Ç) measuredfrom small angle X-ray scattering. The values predicted
by the classical lamellar scaling law, dideai (Equation 1.4 with 8=19.1 À), and the
corrected scaling law, din (Equation 1.5 with 8=19.1 À and c=l) are shown for
comparison. Similarly ^^ and £/„ (Equation 1.7 with 8=19.1 À, a=1.47, and n=l)
are shown.

La samples 0 ^measured(A) dideal (Â) di„(k)

0.091 260 210 250

0.134 156 142 165

0.181 117 106 120

L3 samples 0 Çmeasured (A) Çideal (À) &,(À)

0.091 350 310 370

0.137 210 205 242

0.188 165 149 176

2.3 INTRODUCTION TO THE SURFACE FORCE APPARATUS

The measurement of surface forces has received much attention since the turn of the

century. A popular method for such measurements involves the use of the IsraelachviU

surface force apparatus (SFA) [37]. The SFA originated from the work of Tabor and
Winterton who developed a technique to measure van der Waals interactions between

mica surfaces in air [38-40]. The mica surfaces were arranged in a crossed cylinder
geometry where the séparation between the two surfaces was measured using
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interferometry. The refractive index of the films between the surfaces can also be

determined from the interferometery as well as surface séparation [41, 42]. Eventually

the SFA technique was refined so that forces could be measured with the two surfaces

immersed in liquids [37, 43, 44]. Further modificationswere made to this last instrument

by Parker et al. [45] culminating in the Mk IV SFA which was used for the présent work

(Figure 2.6). The crossed cylinder geometry of the surfaces and the accurate

measurementof the séparation by interferometry, hâve been central to the success of the

SFA technique. Forcescan be measured over surfaceséparations of several micrometers

down to molecular contact with a précisionof about 0.2 nm. The force sensitivityof the

technique is around 10" N.

An SFA experiment generally begins with the préparation of the surfaces. The materials

used to make the surfaces must be able to give smooth transparent films with a thickness

of around 2 p.m. The surfaces are silvered on one side and then glued, silver side down,

onto cylindrical glass lenses which typically hâve a radius of 2 cm. One of the lenses is

then mounted onto a piezo electric device which can be used to control the surface

séparation to 0.1-0.2 nm over a range of about 1.5 tim. A second lens is mounted on the

end of a double cantilever spring, situated beneath the piezo, so that its axis is orthogonal

to that of the upper lens. An optical cavity exists between the two opposing back-silvered

surfaces and when white light is directed through the surfaces only discrète wavelengths

are transmitted. The séparation between the surfaces can then be calculated from the

wavelength shifts measured in a spectrometer [46].

When a force acts between the two surfaces, the double cantilever spring deflects. The

deflection of the spring is taken as the différence between the actual surface séparation,

measured by interferometry, and the séparation when no force is experienced between the

surfaces. The deflection is then related to a force using Hooke's law. Cantilevered

springs with spring constants Kof about 50 Nm"1 and 160 Nm"1 were used for
measurements in the L3 phase and La phase respectively. The spring constant was

measured at the end of each experiment by placing a small weight of about 2 g on the end

of the spring and measuring the deflection due to gravity, with a travelling microscope.

The piezoelectric devices used to control the surface séparation in the SFA are known to

exhibit some non linearity and hystérésis. Thèse effects are highly undesirable especiaUy

when measuring weak long range forces. To overcome thèse problems Stewart and

Christenson developed a positioning system using magnetic forces [47]. A small

permanent magnet is rigidly attached to the end of the double cantilever spring. Two coils

are then placed outside the SFA chamber through which a current of up to 100 mA is

passed. A magnetic field gradient along the optical axis causes the spring to deflect an

amount proportional to the current passing through the coils. The force is calculated from
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the différence between the expected and observed deflection of the spring. The
displacement was shown tobe highly linear and free ofany hystérésis [47]. In practice
one coil is sufficient to produce the required magnetic field gradient as shown in Figure
2.6. The upper surface can also be displaced independently using the piezo during the
opération of the magnetic system if necessary.

The orthogonal cylinder geometry ofthe surfaces used in the SFA was chosen to avoid
the alignment problems associated with flat surfaces. In addition, the cylinders can be
moved relative to one another to obtain fresh contact positions which is not readily
possible with a sphere-on-flat geometry. The interaction between orthogonal cylinders
may be approximated to that ofa sphère and a flat allowing comparisons between SFA
results and theory, or other expérimental geometries, via the Derjaguin approximation
[48]. The force Fbetween a sphère and aflat is related to the interaction energy per unit
area, E,between twoflat surfaces at the same séparation via;

J =lnE (2-2)

where, R, is the radius ofthe sphère, orgéométrie mean radius ofthe two cylinders. For
the Derjaguin approximation to be valid, the radius ofthe surfaces must be sufficientiy
large compared tothe range ofthe force [48,49]. Hence, the validity ofEquation 2.2 is
not immediately obvious for structured fluids where the surfaces can interact even when

separated by several micromètres [50-54]. However, the work of Richetti et al. showed

that this useful approximation was still vaUd for a lamellar phase confined between rigid
walls [55].
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Figure 2.5: Section ofthe Mark IV Surface Forces Apparatus (SFA) [37, 45]. The
chamber is interchangeable and had a volume of approximately 30 mLfor the work
presented in this thesis.
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2.3.1 Préparation of surfaces for use in the SFA

The range of materials that can be used as substrates in the SFA is limited by the

requirement that ultimately the surfaces must be smooth and transparent. Naturally

occurring muscovite mica is therefore very convenientgiven that it cleaves easUy along its

basai plane to give thin, molecularly smooth, transparent sheets. Since mica can be

cleaved to give reasonably large areas of equal thickness, two identical mica pièces can be

used in the SFA to form a symmetric interferometer. The préparation of mica for use in

the SFA is described in détail by IsraelachviU [56]. Horn, Smith, and Haller later devised

a method for preparing silica, and also sapphire, for use in the SFA [57, 58]. Sheets of

silica or sapphire with uniform thickness are not easily produced and so an asymmetric

interferometer usuaUy results which compUcates the methods used to calculate the surface

séparation. Nevertheless, silica surfaces were used for the majority of the SFA

experiments described hère. This was necessary given that mica surfaces were found to

dégrade in the présence of the AOT/NaN03/H20 solutions. Typically 12 to 24 hrs after

the mica surfaces were exposed to the surfactant samples, the silver layers evaporated

onto the back of the mica began to detach near the edge of the surfaces. Gradually the

whole silver layer was attacked as the AOT solution penetrated underneath the mica

surface. The silver layer evaporated onto silica surfaces suffered no such dégradation.

Even after weeks of exposure to the surfactant samples, the silica/silver interface

remained intact aUowing sufficient time to complète long experiments. The method used

to prépare the sihca surfaces is described below.

Tubes of pure synthetic silica were obtained from Heraeus (SuprasU T-21, ID = 7 mm,

OD = 9 mm). Using an oxygen/propane torch, one end of the silica tube was melted and

closed. Heating was continued for about a minute to remove any surface contaminants

and then a bubble was rapidly blown to a radius of several centimètres. The bubbles

were quickly passed near a gentle flame to remelt and flatten smaU sections, typicaUy30-

40 mm in diameter. At this stage two sUghtly différent methods were used to prépare the

silica for the silvering process. First was the method employed by Horn et al. where

small, freshly cleaved, mica patches were adhered to the flat silica régions to give

protection against surface contamination [57]. The flat régions were then broken away

from the bubble and the exposed side of the silica was coated with 49-50 nm of pure

silver by vapour déposition. The second method involved simply breaking away the flat

régions of silica and adhering them to a large sheet of freshly cleaved mica. The silvering

process was then applied. In both methods, it was the interior of the bubble that was

silvered, the outside of the bubble became the working surface in a SFA experiment. The

silica surfaces were stored in an evacuated desiccator over silica gel, but were generally
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used in experiments within 24 hr of préparation. There was no measurable différence

between the two slightly différent techniques used prépare the silica.

Immediately before the SFA experiment the thin silvered silica sheets were glued to the

cylindrical glass lenses ofthe SFA using Epikote 1004 resin (Shell Chemical Co.) (mica

patches were removed at this stage if présent). The surfaces were then treated with water

plasma (125 kHz, at a power of 10 W for 1 minute with Ph2o= 0.065 Torr and PAr =

0.022 Torr) to remove any surface contaminants. Another conséquence of this was to

reduce the advancing contact angle of water from about 45° to below 10° indicating an

increase in the degree of hydroxylation of the silica surface [59].

Silica sheets produced from a melt are quite smooth as a resuit of the surface tension of

the molten liquid and subséquent solidification [57]. The surface roughness was

determined by rapid surface imaging with a Force Microscope (Nanoscope MklII). A

root-mean-square roughness of 0.5 nm was measured over an area of 50 nm2 in
agreement with similar measurements of Horn et al. [57]. The brief plasma treatment did

not measurably roughen the surfaces [60].

2.3.2 Multiple Beam Interferometry

The séparation between the two surfaces in the SFA is measured using multiple beam

interferometry [46]. The interferometer that is formed by the back-silvered surfaces

mounted in the SFA is shown schematically in Figure 2.7. When whitelight is incident

on the interferometer, a discrète set of wavelengths émerge that may be dispersed in a

spectrometer to give fringes of equal chromatic order (FECO) [46]. The wavelength of

each of the FECO may be measured to a high accuracy directly from a spectrometerwith

respect to référence spectral Unes, from a mercury lamp for example. The task then is to

calculate the séparation betweenthe two surfaces from the wavelengths of severalFECO.

IsraelachviU has describeda method for the symmetrical interferometer with two identical

substrates of equal thickness, which is the usual configuration when mica surfaces are

used [41]. However, when silica is producedfrom the melt it is generally not of uniform

thickness giving an asymmetric interferometer. Horn and Smith recently described a

gênerai solution for the three layer interferometer whichaccounts for the asymmetry in the

thickness of the two surfaces [61]. Their results relevant to this work will be outlined

briefly.

A unique set of wavelengths may be measured when the surfaces are in contact, which

defines zéro surface séparation. The task then is to calculate the séparation between the

two surfaces from the wavelengths of several FECO.
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D
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Figure 2.7: Schematic diagram ofa three layer interferometer. Mica surfaces may be
prepared so that they are ofequalthickness (Yj = Y2) andthe interferometer is said to be

symmetric. This is not necessarily the case when silica surfaces are used and the

asymmetry in the thickness ofthe surfaces should beaccountedfor in the analysis.

The interferometer of interest can be represented by Figure 2.7 where the thickness of

each transparent surface Yj and Y2 are not necessarily equal (Yj * Y2). In the présent

work ail experiments were performed using two silica surfaces so, in this case, the

refractive indices of the surfaces, nt and n2, are equal. The relationship between the
surface séparation D and the FECO wavelengths X=27t/k givenby Horn and Smith, when

Yj=Y2 and nj=n2, may be calculated from the following relations [61];

tan(fcn3D) =
(l-r2)sin(fc£)

2rcos(ifcA) - (l +r2)cos(*I) (2.3)

2psin[knl(Yl +Y2)]
(p2 -1^08^(7,-y2)]-(p2 +l)cos[knl{Yl+Y2)Y (2.4)

The refractive index of each médium i is denoted nh r and p represent the following

refractive index ratios;
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r = *<-*3
n, + n%

n:
Pi = — for i = 1, 2, 3,....

«3

(2.5)

(2.6)

The sum and différence of the optical thicknesses of the two surfaces appear in Equation

2.3 as Z and A respectively. However, there is a phase change that occurs upon the

reflection of the light at the silver/substrate interfaces which effectively decreases the

apparent thickness of the two substrates. It is convenient therefore, to describe this effect

as an équivalent thickness, yr, and incorporate it into Z and A. Moreover, the phase

shifts are functions of the wavelength and so, for the case where nt = n2, E and A are

given by [61];

Z(Â) =/Il(A)[yi +y2 +2i/,(A)]

A(A) =n1(A)[yi-y2].

(2.7)

(2.8)

The dispersion in refractive index for the substrate materials is also taken into account in

Equations 2.7 and 2.8 and is calculated at each wavelengthusing [61];

"2=1 +S
A..A2

A2-A/
(2.9)

The coefficients Aj for pure silica hâve been established by Malitson [62] where three

terms in Equation 2.9 wereused. Only one term in the séries is necessary for micagiven

that there can be significantvariability between mica samples (see Table 2.1) [61]. An
expression for the réduction in thickness due to the phasechanges uponreflection YfA,),

which is also a function of wavelength, was derived by Horn and Smith as follows;

yr,(A) = b0+ fc,A + b2X2 + fc3A3 (2.10)

The appropriate coefficients for Equation 2.10 calculated by Horn and Smith for silica

and mica are given in Table 2.2 [61].
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Table 2.2: Coefficients for équivalent change in optical thickness of the substrates
(Equation 2.10) andthe optical dispersion (Equation 2.9)[61, 62]

Coefficients Silica Mica

Beta Gamma

A, 0.6961663 1.5044 1.5154

À,, (nm) 68.4043 92.081 96.024

A2 0.4079426 - -

^(nm) 116.2414 - -

A3 0.8974794 - -

^(nm) 9896.161 - -

b0 (nm) 88.85 80.38 80.21

b, -0.4669 -0.4120 -0.4102

b2 (X Ifr4 nm-1) 4.506 3.840 3.811

b3 (X 10-7 nm2) -2.333 -1.960 -1.943

Typically at the beginning of an SFA experiment, the two surfaces are brought into
contact in an atmosphère of dry nitrogen where it is assumed that D = 0 [63]. At least

two contact wavelengths are measured, À.°m and "K0m.p,where p is the number of fringes

separating the two. Figure 2.8 shows the FECO for both mica and silica surfaces in

contact in dry nitrogen. The déformation ofthe glue used to adhère the substrates to the

glassdisks causes the contact région to flatten and is seen as a vertical flat région on an
otherwise parabolic fringe. When silica surfaces are used, the flat région of the fringe
may be slightly tilted if the interferometer has a wedge shape resulting from a non-

uniform thickness of the silica across the contact région. In this situation care must be
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taken to measure the wavelength of each fringe along the same vertical position

throughout the experiment. In practice, a graticule in the spectrometer eye pièce is used

and ail measurements are recorded off the same graticule Une. Once the contact

wavelengths hâve been measured, the order of the fringes m may be calculated using

[61];

pAVP +4n1(AVP)[i/1(A°m-P)- ^(A0,)]
m =

2° 3° w,/l m-p /l m "i Am-pj/n^A m)

The total thickness ofthe surfaces Yj+Y2 can then be calculated,

(2.11)

(2.12)

and hence Xcan be calculated from Equation 2.7. The only unknown quantity that now

remains before the séparation between the two surfaces, D, can be determined from

Equation 2.3 is the asymmetry, A. Horn and Smith hâve devised a two step technique to
obtain a value for A [61]. The first step gives an approximate value which is further

refined in the second, more précise step.

Note that in Figure 2.8 that the shape of the fringes are not ail the same. For the

symmetric interferometer (Figure 2.8a), ail of the odd fringes hâve a small gradient,
dX/dD, at small D and the fringe appears convex. The opposite is true for even fringes
which hâve a concave shape near the contact région. For an asymmetric interferometer
(Figure 2.8b) the shape not only dépends on the fringe order but also on the value of A.

The gradient dX/dD is maximal when m is odd and cos(M)=l, or when m is even and

cos(fcA)=-l. Conversely the gradient dX/dD is minimal when m is even and cos(itA)=l,
or when m is odd and cos(£A)=-l. So the gradient of the fringe (dX/dD) at small D,
close to contact région can be used to estimate the asymmetry [61]. In practice, it is
useful to scale the fringe gradients by assigning a number, called theshape index, to each
fringe whereby +3 is given to fringes with a large gradient at small D, and -3 is given to
those fringes with a small gradient [64]. The shape index may then beplotted against the
contact wavelengths or k=2it/X°m, essentiaUy giving a map of cos(itA) vs it. However, it

should be noted that even in the symmetric case each consécutive shape index will
alternate between ±3 for odd and even fringes. This effect can be accounted for in the

asymmetric case by multiplying every second shape index by -1. Once this has been

accomplishedan estimate of Acan be made as shown in Figure 2.9.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.8 Aphotograph offringes of equal chromatic order (FECO) viewed at the
exit slit ofthe spectrometer with the surfaces in contact, in an atmosphère ofdry nitrogen.
Odd and even order fringes in the symmetric case (two mica surfaces) each hâve
distinctive shapes asshown in (a). Note also that eachfringe appears asa doublet due to
the biréfringence ofthe mica. The FECO producedfrom two asymmetric silica surfaces
(b) hâve a shape which dépends on both the fringe order and the asymmetry in the
thickness. Theflat part ofthefringes will appear to be tilted ifthe thickness ofthe silica
across the contact régionis non-uniform.

Alternatively, an estimate ofAmay be obtained by seeking wavelengths where cos(fcA) =
0 [61]. One way to identify régions where cos(/tA)=0 is to look for two fringes with
similar shape indices which are separated by an odd number of fringes. The value of
cos(fcA) must hâve changed sign somewhere between two such fringes. Choosing a
value of k around the midpoint and solving for cos(/tA)=0 also gives a reasonable
estimation of A.
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1.20 1.25 1.30

Figure 2.9: The shape index (open symbols) plotted against k=2it/X°mfor the FECO
shown in Figure 2.6(b). This is an approximate map ofcos(kA) which givesan estimate
ofthe asymmetry in thesurface thickness, A. The solid Une shown is 3(cos(kA)) with a
trial value ofA (=4x10* in this case).

The value of Aobtained in this method is only approximate because nodes and antinodes

of cos(fcA) do not necessarily occur at the contact wavelengths, X°m. To improve the
estimation of A, Hornand Smith then apply an itérative technique with a knowledge of

the refractive index of the médium and the behaviour of the fringes as a function of

séparation [61]. IsraelachviU demonstrated that, for the symmetric interferometer, the

shifts in the wavelengths for odd and even fringes can be used to calculate the refractive

index of a thin film between the two surfaces n3 [41, 56]. This is possible because the

position of even order fringes is proportional to the square ofthe refractive index ofthe

médium, but the odd order fringes are independent ofthe refractive index (but this is true

only when the surface séparation D is small [56, 65]). The différent shape of odd and

even fringes at small surface séparation shown in Figure 2.8(a) arises as a resuit of this.

Thus the refractive indexcan be calculated fromEquation 2.3 by choosing n3 as that value

which yields the same séparation for the wavelengths of the two adjacent fringes.
However, if n3 is known, Equation 2.3 can be used to obtain A by adjusting its value so

that the séparation given by two adjacent fringes is equal. Of course, there will be many
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multiples of A which satisfy this condition. However, the estimate obtained using the
first step aUows the absolute valueof Ato be established [61]. Once Ais knownthen the

séparation between the surfaces D is given byEquation 2.3 incorporating Equations 2.7-
2.10.

The shape of the FECO are approximately paraboUc whenthe surfaces are not in contact

reflecting the geometry of the two surfaces. The radius of curvature R can therefore be

measured from the FECO. As previously mentioned, the orthogonal cyUnders can be
approximated bya sphere-on-flat geometry as shown in Figure 2.10. From Pythagoras;

R2=x2+(R-zf

and since R»x>z the radius ofthe sphère is;

R = — =
2z

(L/M)2
2z

(2.13)

(2.14)

where, M is the latéralmagnification ofthe fringes in the spectrometer andL is defined in

Figure 2.10. However, both principle radii of the two orthogonal cylinders must be
measured. A second measurement is taken afterrotating the image of the fringes by 90°.
The géométrie mean of thetwo principle radu is then taken as theradius ofthe équivalent
sphere-on-flat geometry. Thèse measurements are made for each différent contact

position used during an experiment so that the forces can be scaled by the radius of
curvature.

Figure 2.10: The crossed cylinder geometry ofthe SFA surfaces can be approximated
by a sphère and aflat (right). The radius, R, is related the shape ofthe FECO (left) by
Equation 2.13.
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2.4 FORCE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

The basic operating principles ofthe SFA hâve been outlined in Section 2.3. However,

the way in which a force-distance profile is measured can vary depending on the type of

sample under investigation. One important considération is the spring instability that

occurs when the gradient ofthe force dF/dD equals or exceeds the stiffness ofthe spring

K [43]. In such a force régime, there is a mechanical instabiUty that causes the surfaces

to jump to a new eqwlibrium séparation were dF/dD is less than K. Some information is

therefore inaccessible within the région of the jump as shown schematically in Figure

2.11. By measuring both inwards and outwards force runs one can recover some of this

inaccessible région. The forces measured in the sponge phase and in the lamellar phase

required thèse techniques which wiU be described more completely in Chapters 3 and 4.

Température control was important is thèse experiments given the thermotropic behaviour

of the surfactant samples and also to prevent thermal drift during SFA measurements.

The température was controUedat two levels. First the dark room in which experiments

are performed is controUed to ±0.2°C. A second control stage is provided by the cabinet
in which the apparatus is housed. Hère the température was stabiUsed to ±0.03°C using a

Eurotherm PID température controller (Model 94). Control of the température to this

extent eliminated much of the drift that can occur due to thermal expansion and

contraction ofthe SFA, which is largely made of stainless steel. Elimination of thermal

drift is extremely important given that the measurement of a force-distance profile may
require several hours.

The force-distance profiles were generally measured using a quasi-static procédure.

Either the top or the bottom surface was moved by a smaU amount and then allowed to

corne to rest at the new equilibrium position. The séparation was recorded from the

spectrometerand the procédure was repeated to generate the entire force-distance profile.

Typically, force-distance profiles measured on approach ofthe two surfaces started at 1-

1.5 u.m and the step size ofthe surface displacement was around 2-3 nm. Measurement

of the full force-distance profile, approach and séparation cycle, therefore required several

hours.
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£**** séparation

approach

Figure 2.11: An hypothetical oscillatory force law is shown in the centre diagram.
The corresponding force-distance profiles measured upon approach of the surfaces
(bottom) andséparation (top) arediscontinuous when the slope oftheforce exceeds the
spring constant K. The equilibrium surface séparation, D, is determined by the pointof
intersection oftheforce lawbeing measured andthe springforce law. The slope ofthe
shaded Une represents the force law of the cantilevered spring. The bottom diagram
shows how the minima of the oscillations can be missed during the approach of the
surfaces.

2.4.1 Force Measurements in the Sponge Phase

Sponge phase samples wereprepared simply by weighing eachcomponent separately into

a flask which was then sealed. The samples were shaken on a vortex mixer and

equiUbrated ata constant température of25°C ina water bath. Typically, equUibrium was
obtained after 2 or 3 days. Once the samples were equiUbrated, they were filtered

through a 0.8 iim filter to ensure no particles were présent. The samples were once

again leftto equilibrate foranother 2 days at 25°C. During this time a small quantity of
the sponge phasewastakenup andflame sealed in a flat, rectangular microscope capillary
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(Vitro Dynamics) for analysis in the microscope. Using the microscope hot stage, the
température for the sponge to lamellar transition TL(X was measured to ±0.5°C as
described in Section 2.2 and Figure 2.3.

The sponge samples were introduced into the apparatus via a syringe, quite slowly, over
a 15-20 minute period toavoid excessive shearing. Approximately 30 mL ofthe sample
was required to AU the SFA chamber. After injection the surfaces of the SFA were

brought to about 2 u,m and left for an équilibration period. The work of Parker et al.
showed that a water layer followed by an AOT bilayer forms on mica surfaces taking
about 12-18 hrs after initial contact with the solution [66]. A similarstructure forms on

silica surfaces in contact with aqueous AOT solutions. Measurements therefore

commenced typically 12-18 hr afterinjection ofthe sample, by which time thedriftofthe
surfaces had stabiUsed to 2-3 Âperminute.

2.4.2 Force Measurements in the Lamellar Phase

Samples in the lamellar phase required around a week to equilibrate when kept at a
constant température of25°C. In gênerai the lameUar phase ofthe AOT system is quite
viscous and when the samples are shaken, many air bubbles become remain within the
sample. Thèse airbubbles must beremoved otherwise they may become trapped between
the SFA surfaces during injection of the sample into the apparatus. In principle
centrifugation at moderate speeds (1000-2000 rpm) may help to remove some ofthe air
bubbles, but small bubbles may still remain in the sample. Fontell has noted that
centrifugation at high speeds causes phase séparation of lamellar phases for surfactant
concentrations ofless than 17%w inthe AOT system [5]. High speed centrifugation was
therefore avoided. Instead, once ailofthe AOT had dissolved, the samples were cooled
in a refrigerated water bath to induce a transition to the pure sponge phase. The
température required, dépends on the sait content ofthe samples buttypically the pure
sponge phase was attained around 0°C (the Kraft point for AOT in thèse electrolyte
conditions was around -5°C). The sponge phase has amuch lower viscosity compared to
the lamellar phase allowing ail bubbles to rise out of the sample. In addition, thorough
mixing of the samples is greatly facilitated in the sponge phase owing to the lower
viscosity. While the samples were in the sponge phase they were also filtered through a
0.8 nm to ensure the removal of foreign particles. After the filtering, the samples were
allowed to corne back to room température and then once again left at 25°C to
reequilibrate. Occasionally inverting the flask to mix the sample accelerated the

équilibration process. The time from the mixing of the components to injection of the
equiUbrated bubble free sample intotheapparatus was between 10to 14days.
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Injection ofthe lameUar samples into the SFA was not a trivial exercise. TypicaUy, Uquid

samples are injected into the SFA chamber through a small port in the side of the

apparatus using a syringe (see Figure 2.6). Due to the small size of both the syringe

opening and SFA injection port, significant shearing ofthe sample occurs as it flows into

the apparatus. Diat and Roux hâve shown that stable vesicles can be produced when a

lameUar phase is sheared [67, 68]. Indeed, it is possible to produce spherulites upon

injection of the lamellar phase into the SFA if the sample is injected too quickly. The

spherulites are very stable and their présence between the SFA surfaces will not allow

homeotropic alignment of the lamellar phase. In principle, one way to remove the

spherulites is to cool the lameUarphase, whilst stiU inside the SFA, into the pure sponge

phase. Upon reequilibration back to the lamellar phase, no vesicles are remain.

However, this method was not found to be satisfactory since the sample cannot be stirred

effectively while inside the apparatus leading to a very long reequilibration times.

Instead, care was taken to inject the samples very slowly to avoid excessive shearing.

Typically 30 mL of the sample was injected over the period of 45-60 minutes. Slow

injection proved successful for samples with an AOT composition of 10%w to 15%w

where no spherulites appeared. For samples with a higher viscosity (around 20%w

AOT), even slow injection gave rise to the formation of spheruUtes. A successful method

of introducing the samplesat 20%w AOTinto the SFA was by removing the top plate (see

Figure 2.4) and slowly pouring the lamellar phase into the chamber. The top plate was

immediately replaced to avoid evaporation of water from the sample. The process was

performed in a laminar flow cabinet to avoid particle contamination.

Once the samplehad been injectedsuccessfuUy, the surfaceswere broughtto a séparation

of about 2 um and left for 24 hours over which time complète homeotropic alignment

between the surfaces was attained. Within the initial 24 hr period, the surfaces were

moved slowly closer together and further apart within the range of 2 ixm and 10 ixm to aid

homeotropic alignment [69].

2.5 ERRORS

Measurementofthe surface séparation in the SFA is in gênerai highlyaccurate, to within

±0.2 nm. When silica surfaces are used the accuracy is slightly lower than mica given

that there are someuncertainties in the détermination ofthe asymmetry in the thickness of

each surface. If the contact area is tilted accuracy is also lost if care is not taken to

measure at the same height. The surface séparation is known to around 5-10%. By far

the largest uncertainties are involved in the measurement of the radius of curvature. First

of ail the radius of curvature is determined indirectly from the shape of the fringe. Also
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détermination of the both principle radii is not straight forward and may suffer from

misalignment. Stewart has discussed thèse errors involved in the measurement of the

radius of curvature [70].

In gênerai theerrors quoted forthe measurements described in this thesis aregiven as the
standard déviation from the mean value. Where the number of measurements is smaU the

error is given as the largest déviation from the mean value.
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Chapter 3

Behaviour of the Sponge Phase
under Confinement

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The work presented in this chapter investigates the behaviour of the sponge phase when

confined between the two rigid walls. The interaction between the two walls was

monitored using the surface force apparatus (SFA) which measured the force profile as

the séparation between the walls was varied. Performing a séries of experiments at

différent températures allowed the influence the walls had on the confined fluid to be

measured as the system approached the bulk transition to the lamellar phase. The

transition was approached by increasing the température, providing useful insights into

the structural characteristics of the confined Uquid film.

To begin, a few comments on the expérimental aspects are made followed by a

présentation of the results. Finally, some initial conclusions will be outlined for further

discussion in Chapter 5.

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL

Since the measurements are performed as a function of température, it is useful to define a

control parameter AT, given as the différence between the actual température and the bulk

sponge to lamellar transition température, that is AT=T-Tia. Generally, samples were

injected into the apparatus at a température well below the bulk transition température (AT

= -8 to -10°C). Starting at this température, and then incrementing the température in

steps of around 2°C, force-distance profiles were measured upon approach and séparation

of the surfaces. It should be emphasised that the bulk phase inside the SFA chamber

remained in the sponge state as the température was never allowed to reach 7lk. If bulk

phase séparation does occur, then reequilibration back to the pure sponge phase is
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difficult as the sample cannot be conveniently mixed while inside the SFAchamber. The

highest température used in the experiments for any sample was around AT= -2°C. After
taking measurements atAT= -2°C the température was decreased, in steps ofabout 2°C
down to AT=-% to -10°C, in order to check the reversibility ofthe system.

The duration of an experiment was typically one or, at most, two weeks. In order to
obtain reproducible results over this long period of time, it was important to avoid
applying excessive loads to the surfaces which could damage the contact position. For aU
of the samples studied, comparison of the contact position in equilibrium surfactant
solutions with thatof baresilica in dry nitrogen indicated thatboth silica surfaces were
coated with abrine layer then a surfactant bUayer. This structure, which itself could only
be disrupted under high appUed loads, formed a steep force barrier at séparations ofabout
10- 20 nmindicating theprésence of a wetting layer with a structure sirmlar to that which
AOT forms on mica surfaces [1]. Applying a large load to the surfaces and disrupting
thèse layers was avoided until the very end of the experiment where the contact
wavelengths were remeasured. Adamaged contact position was easUy recognised by the
observation ofa large répulsive barrier, > 1mN/m, atvariable surface séparations which
was independent oftempérature. Presumably, this was due to surface roughness and its
effects on the neighbouring surfactant solution, but it was difficult to perform a
systematic study ofthis effect. When acontact position became damaged, a new position
had to be found by translating the surfaces with respect to one another and allowing time
for reequilibration (around 12 hrs). The data presented for each sponge sample was
obtained using the same contact position over the whole température range studied. The
importance ofthe state ofthe contact région was also noted by Horn et al. during their
study on thermotropic liquid crystals [2] and also by Moreau etal. [3].

3.3 RESULTS

Three différent sample compositions were studied with membrane volume fractions
0=0.182, 0.135, and 0.090, or approximately, 20%w, 15%w, and 10%w respectively.
The force-distance profiles exhibit similar features for aU ofthe volume fractions studied
and the changes in température induce similar effects and trends which were réversible
with respect toboth température and surface séparation.

The results presented in Figure 3.1 were measured at a température far from the
respective bulk phase transitions for the three membrane volume fractions studied. In
Figure 3.1(a) and Figure 3.1(b) spatially decaying oscillatory forces superimposed on a
weakly attractive background are observed down to the steep force barrier near contact.
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The magnitude of the oscillations was always weak (< 0.05 mN/ra) and decreased as the

membrane volume fraction was diluted. In fact, at a volumefraction of 0=0.09 (Figure

3.1(c)) thèse oscillations could not be resolved within the sensitivity ofthe experiment
however, the attractive background was still clearly seen. Note that for the weakest

oscillations the force-distance profile was continuous, as the gradient of the force

remained smaller than the spring constant K. However, as the oscillations increase in

magnitude, dF/dD >K, and mechanically unstable régimes occur (See Chapter 2). The
surfaces thenjump from one stable position to the next, taking up to several minutes to
regain mechanical equilibrium. Thèse régimes occurred upon approach and séparation of
the surfaces. As no data can be collected within thèse unstable régimes, several force
runs were required to describe thecomplète force-distance profile. This was especiaUy so
for the most concentrated sample (Figure 3.1(a)), and a gênerai procédure for data
collection needed to be applied. First, a force profile was measured upon decreasing the
surface séparation as shown by the filled circles of Figure 3.1 (a). Upon separating the
surfaces, the energy minimum ofthe wetting layers was encountered and from there the

surfacesjumped apart and came to rest at around 120 nm. As a resuit, the minima of the

two oscillations seen at 40 nm and 70 nm were jumped over and hence not recorded

during this séparation cycle. It was necessary therefore to perforai a separate force run
where the surfaces were brought closer together again, this time stopping at the last
oscillation before the steep force barrier near contact (empty squares in Figure 3.1 (a)).
The surfaces were then separated and the minima of aU the remaining oscillations were
measured. Such a process was not always necessary for the more dilute samples
(Figures 3.1(b) and3.1(c)) as large jumps outfrom the steep barrier didnotoccur.

Fora given volume fraction the séparation between the adjacent minima (ormaxima) is
relatively constant as shown in Figure 3.2 for the samples of 0=0.182 and 0=0.135.
The periodicity, dLy taken as the séparation between adjacent minima (slope ofthe curve
in Figure 3.2), is equal to about twice thecharacteristic length, £ measured from SAXS

[4] for a bulk sponge phase sample with the same composition (see Table 3.1).
However, the profiles measured upon compression or dilation were not always
completely superimposable. Despite the fact thatboththeperiodicity and the magnitudes
ofthe oscillations were the same, independent ofthe movement ofthe surfaces, the force-

distance profiles obtained on approach or on séparation can be shifted by a fraction of
period. This can be seen in Figure 3.1(a) and Figure 3.1(b) where the continuous parts
of the curves sometimes appear to be slightly out ofphase. Note also in Figure 3.2, that
the ordinate intercept is equal for both 0=0.182 and 0=0.135 (and also for 0=0.090

which is not shown hère) indicating that the surfactant structure near the silica surfaces
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Figure 3.1: Forces, F, (normalised by the radius of curvature, R) as afunction ofthe
séparation between two silica surfaces, D, immersed in pure sponge phases.
Measurements for three différent sample compositions are shown; (a) 0=0.182, (b)
0=0.135, and (c) 0=0.090. The curves were measured upon approach (•) and upon
séparation (o, n) ofthe surfaces at a température far from the respective Lc/L3 bulk
transition. In (a) the minima of the L3 oscillations were measured using a separate
approach/separation cycle (a). The minima ofthe oscillations are superimposed on an
exponentially attractive background (dashed Une) with an order corrélation length §y
(insets). Someparameters measuredfrom the curves are summarised in Table 3.1.

has the same thickness, independent of the volume fraction. The négative value of the

intercept arises because the séparation between the silica surface and the first oscillation is

less than a\y

As mentioned above, the overall force profile is weakly attractive. In fact, theenvelope
ofthe minima ofthe oscillations follows an exponential law as indicated by Figure 3.1
(insets) where:
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R
(3.1)

The decay length for the background attraction, Çy, is seen to increase as the samples
became more dilute (see Table 3.1) and fell in therange 2-3£

The force-distance profiles shown in Figure 3.1 display structure characteristics ofthe
bulk sponge phase. Most notably, the structural length measured from oscillations, dLy
is approximately an integer multiple of£ The value ofdL3 also scales inversely with the
membrane volume fraction. Hence, this force profile is hereafter referred to as the L3
régime [5]. Further justification for this connection willbe presented in the discussion.
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Figure 3.2: Location ofthe minima ofthe oscillations seen in Figure 3.1(a) and 3.1(b)
rankedfrom zéro séparation. Thefilled symbols show the minima observed when the

surfaces are brought together while the empty symbols show the minima observed when

the surfaces are separated. The slopes give aperiodicity di3 of29±2 nm and 40±4 nm
for 0=0.182 and 0=0.135 respectively (see Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1: Characteristics of the L3 régime measured for each sponge phase at a
température far from the bulk transition température. TL(X is the Lf/Lj transition
température measured in the bulk sample. dL3 is the period oftheoscillations measured
in the SFA (see Figure. 3.2) while Çis the characteristic size of the sponge phase
measured from SAXS [4]. Çv is the decay length for the background attraction (see
Figure. 3.1 (insets)).

Sample O

(±0.5°C)

dh3 (nm) Ê(nm) dL/t £f(nm)

20.0 0.182 28.5 29±2 15.4 1.9±0.1 36

15.0 0.135 28.0 40±4 20.8 2.0+0.2 51

| 10.0 0.090 29.0 - 31.0 . 61

The effect of température on the sponge system was considered next. At constant
membrane volume fraction, Figure 3.3 shows the first température séries for the most
concentrated sample studied (0=0.182). Three profiles are shown to illustrate the
évolution ofthe force-distance profile as the température approached the bulk transition
température in steps ofaround 2°C (Figure 3.3 a - c). Looking only atthe force-distance
profile measured on approach (fiUed circles), the L3 régime is once again observed with
the same features as seen previously in Figure 3.1(a). However, anew force régime also
appears for films thinner than a threshold séparation, labelled D*in. The transition to this
new régime is signalled by the occurrence ofa large répulsive force on approach which
defines the onset D*in. Comparing each profile (a - c), the most obvious différence is
that the position of D *in moves to larger séparations with each increase in the
température. That is, the new régime is seen at larger surface séparations as 7/approaches
TLa. At the same time, the L3 régime remains unchanged except that fewer of its
oscillations are observed with each température increase. InFigure 3.3(c), D*in occurs at
a large surface séparation and only one of the L3 oscillations is seen. Nevertheless, the
position ofthe observed L3 oscillations appear to remain independent oftempérature (in
magnitude and position) asdoes the attractive background upon which thèse oscillations
fall.
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Figure 3.3: Force-distance profiles with increasing the température for the sample
0=0.182: (a) AT=-6.5°C (b) AT=-4.5°C, and (c) AT=-2.5°C. Upon reducing the
surface séparation (•), the L3 régime is interrupted at D*in where the confined film
transits to an Lastructure. The La régime willpersistas the surfaces are separated until

D*out is exceeded. Several approach/séparation cycles are necessary to construct the
complète profiles due to the mechanical instability ofthe spring (jumps are indicated by
the empty arrows). To establish the minima ofthe L3 oscillations (u), the surfaces are
separated before reaching D*m. The minima ofthe Laoscillations (o, O, v ) were each

measured upon séparation ofthe surfaces using diffèrent approach/separation cycles (data
from corresponding approach cyclesofthe surfaces are notshown). This procédure also

demonstrates the high reproducibility ofthe measurements. The length markers (filled
arrows)for dL3 anddL(Xare takenfrom Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 respectively.

The force profile observed at séparations below D*in is also oscillatory. The number of

oscillations increases as D*in moves to larger séparations. Where several oscillations are

observed (Figure 3.3(b) and (c)), the periodicity, as measured from consécutive maxima,

is somewhat irregular for the force profiles measured on approach. However, the

periodicity obtained from consécutive minima of thèse oscillations, dL(X, measured upon
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séparation of the surfaces is constant. Once again, at this membrane volume fraction
(0=0.182), a large outward jump occurs from the steep force barrier near contact due to
the occurrence ofa spring instability. Hence, several approach/separation cycles are
usually required to describe the minima ofthe oscUlations ofthe new force régime. When
compared to the reticular spacing of a bulk lamellar sample of around the same volume
fraction measured from SAXS [4], it was found that dLa is an intégral multiple of the
reticular distance, d. Notably, the distance between two consécutive minima is
approximately twice d, that is dLa =bd,sob = 2. As there is a direct relationship
between this new régime and the structure ofthe lamellar phase, it will be referred to as
the La régime from this point. The elastic behaviour ofthe confined fluid film, inferred
from the shape of thèse oscillations, wUl be described below to further substantiate this
interprétation.

As the surfaces are separated, the minima ofthe oscillations within the La régime may be
located atséparations larger than the onset D*in found on compression. This effect also
shows a température dependence. In Figure 3.3(b), during séparation of the surfaces
(open triangles), one additional oscillation characteristic of the La régime is observed
beyond D*^ from which the surfaces jump to around 120 nm returning to the L3 régime.
The séparation at which the Larégime disappears has been labeUed D*out. Hence, it is
observed that D*out >D*m at this température (AT=-4.5 °C). The force-distance profile
shown in Figure 3.3(c), measured at AT=-2.5°C, shows that the La régime persists to
very large surface séparations (D*out » D*in). Hère, the oscUlatory profile ofthe La
régime can be described using a single séparation of the surfaces as no large jumps
occur. However, some of thèse oscillations appear to be jumped over, but can be
recovered using separateapproach/separation cycles whichwill be described later. This

trend indicates a hystérésis between D*in and D*out which increases as AT increases.

Strictly speaking, the position ofD*out can only be tentatively defined inFigure 3.3(a)
and (b) because the information locating the position where the La régime disappears is
lost within a région ofspring instability. That is, large jumps from each Laminima occur
and mask the shape of the force-distance profile between the two stable surface
séparations.

The final point to note is the observation that the minima ofthe oscillations characteristic

ofthe Larégime are superimposed on a background which isapproximately linear with
surface séparation.
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Figure 3.4: Force-distance profiles upon increasing the température for the sample
0=0.135: (a) AT=-6.0°C (b) AT=-4.0°C, and (c) AT=-2.0°C. Upon reducing the
surface séparation (m), the L3 régime is interrupted at D*in where the confined film
transits to an La structure. The La régime persists as the surfaces are separated until
D*out is exceeded. In (b), the profile measured upon séparation is constructedfrom two
approach/separation cycles (o, OJ. The position ofD*m andD*out both increase with the
température as does the hystérésisbetweenthe two.
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Figure 3.5: Force-distance profiles upon increasing the températurefor the sample
0=0.090: (a) AT=-5.5°C (b) AT=-4.5°C, and (c) AT=-2.5°C. At this composition the
structure oftheL3 régime cannot beresolved within the sensitivity oftheexperiment but
the position o/Z>*« can still be seen upon approach ofthe surfaces (•). The position of
D*out is difficult to distinguish as it is not possible to establish where the L3 régime
résumes upon séparation ofthe surfaces (o) andalso the Laoscillations are very weak.
However, the persistence oftheLarégime to large séparations at températures close to
thebulkphase transition is clearlyévident in (c).

Similar trends with température were observed for the sample of volume fraction
0=0.135 (Figure 3.4). The location of D*out was more distinct at this volume fraction as

régions of spring instability were much reduced in magnitude. Once again, it was
observed that both £>*,„ and £>*out moved to larger séparations with increasing
température. The hystérésis between D*in and D*out was again observed and also

increased with increasing température. Note that in Figure 3.4(a), the surfaces were not

pushed far beyond the position of the barrier at D*in. Also note that at a température
closer to the phase transition (Figure 3.4(c)), the persistence of the La régime at large
séparations was still observed even though the surfaces were separated just after
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penetrating the barrier at £>*,„. Hence, it was not necessary to reduce the surface
séparation aU the way to the steep wall near contact to observe the régimes delimitedby

D*in and D*ouh it was only necessary to initiate the La by reducing the surface séparation

to D*in. Thus D*in marked the point of a transition which was reversed only when the

surfaces were separated beyond D*out.

The force-distance profiles measured for the most dilute sample (0=0.090) shown in

Figure 3.5, reveal similar trends as previously observed. The oscillations of the L3

régime cannot be distinguished at this volume fraction, but the position of £>*,„ can be

identifïed. In concordance with the more concentrated samples, D*in was seen to

increase as thetempérature approached Ti^. Some difficultly was encountered to identify
the position of D*out as the La oscillations were also quite weak. However, in Figure

3.5(c) when the température was close to T^ , the persistence of the La régime quite

obviously extends out to large surface séparations. The structure ofthe La régime only

becomes apparent at around 120 nm and is then seen to propagate to large séparations.

However, the background force is quite low in contrast to the more concentrated samples

(compare Figure 3.5(c) with Figures 3.3(c) and 3.4(c)). At this volume fraction the

profiles measured upon séparation did not superimpose very well with those measured on

approach, at any of the measured températures.

The surface séparations denoting the appearance and disappearance of the La régime,

D*in and D*out, hâve been plotted as a function of AT in Figure 3.6 to show their

behaviour with température. Note that the actual values of D* were only approximated

from the force curves. Figure 3.6 is therefore a schematic représentation of the effect of

the température variation on the system and is not intended to represent the exact wetting

layer thickness profile for the La régime. The shaded régions represent the séparations

over which the lamellar induced phase is stable upon separating the surfaces giving an

indication ofthe hystérésis range. The same values of D*, measured during the stepwise

increase of the température, were again observed upon decreasing the température

indicating the reversibility of the experiments.
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Figure 3.6: Behaviour ofD*in (filled symbols) and D*out (open symbols) as afunction
ofATfor each volume fraction studied; (; o) 0=0.182, (m, a) 0=0.135, and (*)
0=0.090 (hère only D*in is shown). Both D*in and D*out increase as the température
approaches the bulk transition température (AT =0°C). The hystérésis between D*^ and
D*out also increases as shown by the shaded région; dark shadingfor 0=0.182, light
shadingfor 0=0.135.

For each of the samples studied, the L„ régime was found to disappear only when the
surfaces are separated beyond D*out. Thus ifthe L„ régime is induced, by reducing the
séparation below D*in, then its characteristic oscillations are observed regardless ofthe
direction ofmovement ofthe surfaces, until the surface séparation has exceeded D*out.
After separating the surfaces beyond D*out, a subséquent force-distance profile measured
on approach displays the L3 régime up to D*in once again. Note that the same type of
behaviour is observed inSFA experiments after a Uquid bridge has formed between the
surfaces following capillary condensation ofa pure liquid from its vapour [6-9]. This
behaviour allows further characterisation of La régime by careful measurement of the
shape of the oscillation minima. Thèse measurements are most convenient at
températures close to the bulk transition where the La régime persists to large séparations
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and many oscillations are seen. Analysis of the shape of the oscillations yields two

parameters. First, the minima of each oscillation can be located and the periodicity of the

La régime is then givenby the distance between consécutive minima. Alternatively, the

position of each oscillation minima can be plotted against the rank of each oscillation

revealing dL{I as slopeof the Unes shown in Figure 3.7. The minima of the characteristic

La oscillations for the samples at 0=0.135 and0=0.090 were taken directly from Figure

3.4(c) and Figure 3.5(c) respectively. Since, in both cases, not every minima from zéro

séparation was measured, the rank plotted in Figure 3.7 was estimated. However, the

slopeis not effectedby the choiceofthe rank. The most concentrated sample, 0=0.182,

required several approach/separation cyclesto obtainthe shapeof each of the oscillations,

as some of the oscillations were often jumped over during a single séparation cycle as

seen in Figure 3.3(c). About ten of the oscillations were measured in this way, the

minima of which hâve been plotted in Figure 3.7. For each volume fraction, the

periodicity of the La régime was constantas indicatedby the straight Une obtainedand the

results are summarised in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Characteristics ofthe La régimefor each sample measured at a température
close to the bulk transition température. Tlu is the Lq/L3 transition température measured
in the bulk sample. dLa is the period oftheoscillations measured in the SFA (see Figure.
3.6) while d is the reticular spacing ofthe lamellar phase measuredfrom SAXS. The
measured compressibility modulus B andthe prédictionfrom the Helfrichformula, BH,
(assuming K=kBT) are also shown.

O

(±0.5°C)

ATCQ ^La(nm) rf(nm) B (J/m3)

xlO3

BH(J/m3)

xlO3

0.182 28.5 -2.5 19±2 10.5 17 ±3 11

0.135 28.0 -2.0 25±2 14.2 4.3 ± 0.8 3.6

0.090 29.0 -3.0 40+3 21.2 1.7 ± 0.6 0.87
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The shape of the oscillations around the minima was found to be mainly parabolic up to
the spring instability. However, there was asUght déviation from aparabola as the strain
on the confined film increased. This effect was also noted during measurements in the
pure lamellar phase and will be further discussed in Chapter 4 . Following the analysis
developed by Richetti and coworkers, the compressibility modulus B for a lamellar
phase can be obtained from the force-distance profile using the following relation [10
H];

M^â=mn_Df
(3.2)

Because the osciUations were superimposed on an attractive background the fit is applied
to the différence (F-F2n)/R, where F2n is the non-zero force at the minimum D2n. Data
from each oscillation lie on astraight Une of slope B as shown in Figure 3.8. Amore
complète description ofthis procédure wiU also be given in Chapter 4. The value of B is
taken from the average ofthe slopes for each osciUation, and the uncertainty is the largest
déviation from the mean value. The measured values of B increase as the membrane
volume fraction increases as shown in Figure 3.9. Also plotted in Figure 3.9 is the
expected behaviour of B for alamellar phase stabiUsed by undulation forces [12-14] (See
also Table 3.2). The theoretical curves in Figure 3.9 were calculated using the following
équation assuming arange of différent values for the membrane bending constant, k[14];

s 97C2 (kBT)2d
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Figure 3.8: The compressibility modulus of the induced lamellar stack may be
extracted from the slope of (F-F2n)D2n/nR vs. (D2n-D)2 using the Derjaguin
approximation where F(D)/2jcR is the elastic energy density ofthe nth parabola centred at
(D2n>F2n/2nR) (2n bilayers at zéro stress confined in the gap). The measurements are
made during dilation ofthe surfaces when the température is close to thebulk transition
température as in Figure 3.3(c), 3.4(c), and 3.5(c) (ie. D*out is located at large surface
séparations), (a) 0=0.182, (b) 0=0.135, and(c) 0=0.090.
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Figure 3.9: The measured compressibility modulus, B, ofthe induced lamellarphase
plotted against dL,/2. The behaviour expectedfrom the Helfrich approximation is shown
where the value of Kin Equation 3.2 is 0.5kBT (dotted Une), lkBT (solid Une), and 3kBT
(dashed Une).

3.4 DISCUSSION

Thedata presented hâve shown theprésence of two différent force régimes, theextent of
eachwas dépendent upon température and surface séparation, for SFA experiments in a
single homogeneous fluid. This suggests that the thin film between the confining
surfaces undergoes structural changes depending on the surface séparation and the
proximity of the température to the bulk transition température.

Attempératures far from the bulk transition to the lameUar phase, the L3 régime was seen
over the full force-distance profile down to the steep force barrier near contact. The

features of the L3 régime may beattributed tostructures présent inthe L3 phase given that
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the periodicity of the oscillations observed are, within expérimental error, an integer
multiple of £. Implicit inthis isthat d\_3 shows a similar dependence upon the membrane
volume fraction as £ for a bulk sponge phase. The fact that structural oscillations are seen

is somewhat surprising given that a bulk sponge phase is a disordered isotropic phase
with no long range order as evidenced by scattering studies. The présence of the rigid
surfaces therefore induces some enhancement of the order in the confined film of sponge
phase giving rise to theperiodic structural osciUations. The attractive background force
upon which the L3 oscillations are superimposed is further évidence for the enhanced

ordering. According to Marcelja and Radie, symmetric boundary conditions as in thèse
experiments, lead to an exponentially attractive background force between the walls due

tomodification ofthe order parameter [15]. The corrélation length, ^t indicates how the
enhanced order parameter decays away from the surfaces back to the bulk value.

However, the physical origin of theorder parameter, and also thephysical origin of the
structural oscillations, is difficult to ascribe and more discussion of this will be given in
Chapter 5.

Theexperiments of Petrov etal, performed at constant température, also show
several différent force régimes at various surface séparations for the same surfactant
system [16, 17]. A force régime at large séparations was observed which is, in some

aspects, consistent with the L3 régime presented hère. In gênerai, Petrov et al. hâve
studied more concentrated samples, but they hâve also studied samples at 20%w
(0=0.18) and 10%w (0=0.09) which allow comparison with the data presented hère
[16]. At 20%w (0=0.18) there is agreement between the periodicities measured in the
two studies; 28 ± 0.5 nm (or 1.8$ from référence [17], compared with 29 ± 2 nm (or
about 2£) for this thesis. Both sets of experiments at low membrane volume fraction
(10%w) are also consistent in that no long range oscillatory forces (L3 régime) were
resolved. At very high membrane volume fraction (50%w), the periodicity observed in
the study of Petrov et al. was 85 nm (or 1.4£) [17]. The scaling law over the whole
dilution range was reported as A= -36 +58.6/0, where Xis the peak to peak periodicity
between the oscillations of the force régime observed at large surface séparations [16].
This scaling law déviâtes from that observed in scattering studies suggesting that the
characteristic structural lengths measured in the SFA and those measured in scattering
studies may hâve différent physical origins. This possibility will bediscussed further in
Chapter 5. Based on the periodicity at high concentration, X=1.4Ç, it was claimed that
oscillations observed at large séparations are due to a cubic-like ordering ofthe sponge
phase with the <111> planes ofthe cubic lattice aligned parallel to the SFA surfaces [17].
However, at lower volume fractions the periodicity of the oscillations is greater than
1.4|, being about l.g| for the 20%w sample, so this argument may not hold over the full
dilution range of the sponge phase. Fora sample at 50%w, Petrov etal. claimto see three
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force régimes namely: the long range, referred to as the L3 régime in this work; an
intermediate range, not seen in this work for the volume fractions studied; and the short
range, referred to as the La régime in this work. The authors tentatively conclude that
they hâve observed a second order (continuous) transition from the sponge phase tothe
cubic phase as a resuit of the confinement giving rise to the force régime at the
intermediate range of séparations [17]. The data presented in this thesis show no
évidence of such a transition, however thesamples studied hère were more dUute andhad
compositions quite far from the bulk cubic phase in the phase diagram. Certainly there
are many simUarities between thesponge phase and thecubic phase [18-20], butfurther
experiments would be necessary to confirm the conclusions proposed by Petrov etal.
Also note that the oscillations attributed tothe structure ofthe induced cubic phase inthe
work of Petrov etal [17] hâve the periodicity expected for a confined lamellar phase
assuming the induced edge dislocations hâve a Burgers vector of magnitude equal to 2.
The intermediate régime observed by Petrov etal [17] may therefore correspond to the
Larégime observed inthis work. SFA measurements inthe cubic phase would beuseful
to résolve this situation, but such an experiment in the conventional SFA would be very
difficult given thehigh viscosity ofthe cubic phase.

The background attractive force of theL3 régime seen in Figure 3.1, was not obvious in
the work ofPetrov etal. [16,17]. However, if the study isdone atconstant température
as in référence [16,17], it isdifficult to obtain a force-distance profile such as Figure 3.1
with the L3 régime over the full range ofséparation down to the steep force barrier near
contact. This isbecause D*m will bea property ofthe sait content ofthe sponge sample
which cannot be changed during thecourse of an experiment.

In this work the Larégime appeared upon increasing the température usuaUy toAT>-8°C,
but only for séparations below a threshold, D*m. Both the periodicity and the magnitude
of the oscillations of the La régime were différent compared to those observed in the L3
régime. Remarkably, the oscillations of the La régime appeared at locations roughly
independent of the température hence, it can beconcluded that their increasing number
withtempérature is the signature of a thickening film with Lastructure. Thisconclusion

is further supported by the parabolic shapeof the oscillations around the minima, which

is the expected profile for the elastic response of a stack of interacting layers aligned
homeotropically between two rigid walls [10, 11]. In addition, the measured

compressibility modulus B agreed well with the value predicted by the Helfrich
approximation for a lamellar phase stabiUsed by undulation forces, Equation 3.3 [12,14].
In Figure 3.9, Equation 3.3 gave the best fit for the data when the value of the membrane

bending constant k was around lkBT. However, scattering studies on the AOT/brine
system, using various theoretical models for the lamellar phase, hâve given higher values
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for K. Skouri et al. and Daicic et al. hâve both reported values of around 3kBT [21, 22].

Given that only three data points were measured in this study, it is not possible to fit the

curve shown in Figure 3.9 to obtain a conclusive value for K. However thèse results,

which are a direct measure of B, are consistent with low values of for the membrane

elastic constant, k, as expected for a system stabiUsed by undulation forces.

Note that the periodicity of the oscillations in the La régime, d]_a was approximately
twice the reticular spacing, d, measured from SAXS for a lamellar sample of the same

membrane volume fraction. This suggests that the stack of membranes responds to the

applied strain by removing (or adding) two smectic layers. The corresponding defect is

an edge dislocation with Burgers vector of magnitude equal to two. This defect can be

seen as a handlejoining two membranes and therefore arises naturally from the topology

of the sponge phase. Note that rfL(ï is not exactly 2d but about 5-10% lower, that is,
between 1.8-1.9J. The slightly lower value measured for d\^ , compared to 2d, may be
due to screening of the membrane undulations by the two rigid surfaces which tends to

reduce the average intermembrane spacing. This has been previouslypredicted [23] and

observed experimentally in the SFA [24]. Alternatively, the réduction in d^a may be
explained if the volume fraction of the induced La phase is slightly lowerthan that of the

bulk L3 phase. In other words, this situation corresponds to a tie Une between the L3

phase and the induced La phase thatis notcompletely vertical, with respect to membrane
volume fraction, in the corresponding phasediagram. Sucha phenomenon is reasonable

as the chemical potential is constant at the phase transition, but not necessarily the
membranevolume fraction between the two phases.

The La oscillations are superimposed on an attractive background which is différent to

that seen in the L3 régime. It is assumed thatthe lameUar phase is only induced in a small
droplet between the crossed cylinder surfaces. Hence there is an interface where the

induced La and the bulk L3 phase meet. The Laplace pressure inside the droplet is
therefore expected to contribute significantly to thebackground force when theLa phase
is condensed between the surfaces. In fact, Figure 3.4(c) strongly resembles the force-
distance profiles seen when a droplet of liquid is bridging the SFA surfaces after capillary
condensation of a pureliquid. The Laplace pressure inside thedroplet, which is négative
as the lameUar phase is the wetting phase, gives rise to an attractive force that varies

almost linearly with the surface séparation [9, 25]. This is quite obvious in the force-

distance profiles measured attempératures close to rL{X» especiaUy atthe volume fraction
of 0=0.182. Unfortunately, in this system the refractive index between the La and L3
phases (determined mainly by the AOT volume fraction) is not différent enough to give
rise to the fringe discontinuities usually observed in studies of liquid capillary
condensâtes (and solid phase bridges [26]) in the SFA [6-9]. Hence the Kelvin radius
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and the volume of the La droplet cannot be determined directly from the interférence
fringes causing some difficulties in applying the analysis of the classical capillary
condensation to the présent system. Nevertheless, some initial work has been done to
this effect in other surfactant Systems where there was a significant différence of the
refractive index between the condensed and bulk phases. Moreau etal. hâve observed a
water bridge separated from a bicontinuous microemulsion phase [27] and Petrov et al.
hâve also made similar observations in a différent microemulsion system [28]. In
Chapter 5 of this thesis, further discussion of thèse points will be presented and an
estimate of the La/L3 interfacial tension is made following an analysis previously
developed by Petrov [28].

The L„ régime described hère differs significantly with the force régime claimed to arise
from the lamellar phase in the work ofPetrov et al. [16, 17]. They hâve measured a
periodicity of 3-3.5 nm for the oscillatory force profile at short séparations with littie
dependence on the membrane volume fraction. Furthermore, the magnitude ofthe force
needed to overcome the osciUations measured by Petrov et al. is in gênerai much higher,
by up to 2 orders of magnitude, than that observed in this thesis [16, 17]. The
discrepancy between the two studies is difficult to rationaUse but may resuit from the fact
that Petrov et al. hâve performed their study using mica [16,17]. Nevertheless, Petrov et
al hâve developed a theory to account for their observations suggesting that the volume
fraction is much larger in the induced L« phase than in the bulk sponge phase [17]. Ifit
is assumed that the oscillations observed by Petrov et al. resuit from an edge dislocation
with a Burgers vector of 1 (any higher Burgers vector is impossible given that the
periodicity measured was 3-3.5 nm and the thickness ofthe membrane is 1.9 nm), then
the bulk volume fraction giving this period would be 0.55-0.64 according to the normal
swelling behaviour ofthe lamellar phase. In contrast, the data presented in this thesis,
measured using silica surfaces, indicates that the membrane volume fraction of the
induced lamellar phase may be slightly higher than the bulk sponge phase but not to the
extent implied by Petrov et al. [17]. Furthermore, in this thesis, rfL(X was shown to vary
with the membrane volume fraction in a way that conforms to the simple scaling
arguments applied to the bulk lamellar phase derived from scattering studies [4,29, 30].
Additional SFA measurements presented in Chapter 4 wiU show thattheinduced lameUar
phase described above behaves in a similar way to a pure bulk La phase confined
between rigid surfaces.
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3.5 CONCLUSIONS

The data presented in this chapter showed that confinement of a sponge phase between
two rigid macroscopic walls can lead toa first order phase transition to the lamellar phase.
Thèse conclusions were based upon theobservation of two distinct force régimes in the
force-distance profile called L3 régime andtheLa régime. Performing the measurement
overa range of températures showed that the extent of each régime is dépendent on the
surface séparation and on the proximity of the température to the La/L3 bulk transition
température. The first order nature of the transition was established by the observation
that the La régime occurs at well defined surface séparations, that is, the force profile
transits discontinuously from the L3 régime to the L« régime. Furthermore, the data
showed a lag inthe transformation from the Laphase back to the L3 isotropic phase upon
separating the surfaces. The first order nature of the transition is further emphasised by
the increases inthe hystérésis between D*in and D*out as the température approaches the
bulk transition température.

The physical origin ofthe periodicity measured inthe L3 régime isdifficult to ascribe and
further discussion will be given in Chapter 5. The oscillations observed in the L„ régime
are thought to resuit from edge defects where the magnitude ofthe Burgers vector is equal
to 2 within the induced lamellar phase. This observation isinteresting as it suggests that
the defects in the lamellar phase are Unked with the topology ofthe sponge phase where a
handle joins two membranes. Chapter 4 investigates the pure lamellar phase to see if this
is a gênerai property of the lamellar phase near the sponge transition.

Further characterisation of the induced lamellar phase allowed the compressibility
modulus to be measured which showed good agreement with Helfrich theory. The
results suggested that the value of the bending constant K" to be around \kBT for the
induced lamellar phase, which is slightly lower than values measured in scattering
studies. Further comments will be made about this inChapter 4 after présentation ofthe
compressibiUty modulus measured in the pure lamellar samples.
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Chapter 4

Structure and Elastic Properties of
the Pure Lamellar Phase

4.1 INTRODUCTION

It was shown in Chapter 3 that the sponge phase may undergo a phase transition to the
lamellar phase when confined between two rigid surfaces. The experiments described in
this chapter show the characteristic force-distance profiles for the pure lameUar phase over
a range of AOT volume fractions. The composition of the pure lamellar phases were
chosen to correspond closely to those implied by the results measured for the induced
lamellar phase. The force-distance profiles ofthe pure lamellar phase and the induced
lamellar phase can then be compared allowing a more confident description of the
confinement induced sponge to lamellar phase transition. Adetailed description ofthe
method used inChapter 3 toextract the compressibUity modulus oftheconfined lamellar
phase, B, is also provided. The compressibility modulus is measured in the SFA
directly and hence it is useful to compare B measured experimentally with that predicted
in the framework of Helfrich theory [1].

The stabUity ofa lamellar phase dépends on the properties of the membranes and on the
balance ofthe intermembrane interactions. Much theoretical and expérimental effort has
been devoted to détermine thèse interactions given their significance in biological Systems
such as intercellular adhésion. In gênerai, for a lamellar phase to be stable, a répulsive
interaction is required to counteract thevan derWaals attraction between themembranes
which would otherwise cause the structure to collapse after expulsion ofthe intervening
solvent. Osmotic stress techniques hâve been particularly successful in elucidating the
forces présent between the membranes [2-7]. Likewise the SFA technique [8] has
contributed significantly to the understanding of intermembrane interactions. The first
SFA experiments measured the forces between supported membranes where a surfactant
layer or bilayer was adsorbed to the rigid mica surfaces [9-12]. The force-distance profile
between the surfactant layers could therefore be measured and linked to the
intermembrane interactions.
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Obviously, membrane undulations arerestricted when thesurfactant bilayers areadsorbed
to rigid surfaces andso the Helfrich interaction was notaccessible using thistype of SFA
experiment. Indeed, measurement of the forces directly between two unsupported
membranes is solution is a difficult task. However, several early studies showed the
value ofSFA studies with the surfaces confining bulk mesophases including thermotropic
[13] and lyotropic [14-16] liquid crystals. More récent work has shown how such a

configuration can be used toextract some ofthe elastic properties of lameUar phases from
the interaction profile [17-20]. The technique has been applied to several types of
lameUar phases including Systems stabiïised by electrostatic forces [17] and other Systems
where undulation forces dominated [18].

The analysis developed by Richetti andcoworkers [17,20] requires thatthe SFAsurfaces
are completely immersed in a lameUar phase where theconfined fluid film tends to atign
with the layers parallel to the surfaces [15]. The alignment of the layers can be
spontaneous, especiaUy for swollenlameUar phases stabiUsed by undulation forces as the

membrane undulation tends to anneal defects in the structure even over thick samples
[21]. The membranes of lamellar phases stabiUsed byelectrostatic forces aremore rigid
and hence homeotropic alignment, in practical time frames, requires thermal or
mechanical cycling [17]. Once homeotropic aUgnment is obtained betweenthe surfacesit

is important to note that the interaction across the whole stack of lamellae is measured

ratherthan the interaction between two spécifie membranes. Hence the relevant physical

parameter is the compressibility modulus of the whole stack of interacting membranes.

For a simple fluid the compressibmty modulus, also called the bulk modulus, is defined

mostgeneraUy as the ratioof a smaU change in pressure to the resulting fraction changein

volume. When the fluid consists of a one dimensional stack of lameUae, the déformation

may, in principle, induce several différent fundamental responses which are shown in

Figure 4.1 [22]. The three modesshown correspondto; (I) layer compressionat constant

concentration, (II) layer compression under constant chemical potential, and (III) osmotic

compressibility at constant reticular spacing. Each déformation mode has a différent

compressibility and the corresponding moduU are generaUy denoted B, B, and %for

modes I, II, and III respectively [22, 23].

Assuming that the surfactant bilayers are virtually incompressible compared to the

intervening solventlayers, the response ofthe lameUar stackto a strainappUed externaUy

by the SFA surfaces should be that described by Figure 4.1(11). The corresponding

modulus of compressibiUty, denoted B, is directly related to the interactions between the

membranes, E, as follows [22, 24]:

B = d (4.1)
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where d is the reticular spacing and n is the number of layers. Measurement of B is

therefore useful as it can be related to the type of interactions that stabilise the lamellar

structure. If an electrostatic interaction between the membranes is dominant, then the

foUowing behaviour ofthe compressibiUty modulus has been predicted [3];

-= 7t%Td
tieUc — • 1-3 + 6-

2L(d - ôf [ aL{d - 5) a2Û{d - S)
(4.2)

where 27 is the surface area per charged polar head, L is the Bjerrum length for the solvent

(=2 nm at room température [24]), and a is the dissociation constant of the surfactant

counterions. Hence the layer compressibility, Belec, scales with the La reticular spacing

approximately as 1/d2. Alternatively, if the répulsive intermembrane interaction is

dominated by undulation forces [1] then the compressibility modulus, Bund, is given by

Equation 3.2 (Chapter 3), which is repeated hère for completeness [24, 25]:

3 _ 9n2 {kBTfd
mi~ 64Kjd~^of

(4.3)

Equation 4.3 can be further simpUfied for diïute lamellar phases because ô«d, giving:

9n2 {kBTf
Bund —

64k: d3
(4.4)

which shows that B scales with the La reticular spacing as 1/d3.

Thus measuring B for a lamellar phase as a function of dilution allows the type of

interaction stabilising the lamellar phase to be distinguished. Using thèse principles

scattering studies, which can be used to measure B, hâve distinguished lameUar Systems

stabiUsed by electrostatic or undulation forces [24, 26-29]. In a simUar way, the results

presented in Chapter 3 showed that B measured for the induced lamellar phase was

consistent with that expected for undulation interactions.
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Figure 4.1: Fundamental déformation modes ofa lamellar phase [21, 22]; (l) constant
volume fraction, (II) constant chemical potential and, (111) osmotic compressibility at
constant layer reticular spacing. Associated with each mode is a différent compressibility
modulus denoted B, B, and xfor mode 1, U, and 111 respectively. It isassumed that the
response ofthe lamellar stack to the strain imposed during SFA experiment occurs at
constant chemicalpotential, as shown in (II).

4.2 MEASUREMENT OF THE LAYER COMPRESSIBILITY MODULUS

OF A LAMELLAR MESOPHASE USING THE SFA

The measurement ofthe layer compressibmty modulus ofa lamellar phase using the SFA
has been considered in détail by Richetti and coworkers [17, 20]. Their analysis is
applicable to a lamellarphase aligned homeotropically between the two SFA surfaces as

shown in Figure 4.2(a). As the surfaces approach each other imposing a small
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déformation, the layered systemresponds by ejectingsome ofthe solvent from between
themembranes keeping themembrane thickness constant as previously shown in Figure
4.1 (II). The reverse occurs when the surfaces are separated and a small amount of
solvent is drawn in between the membranes. Since aU of the membranes are interacting
with each other, the response of the system is elastic, at least for small applied strains.
An analogous situation is the compression or décompression of a séries of identical
springs joined lengthwise as shown in Figure 4.2. The springs each hâve the same
spring constant and so the déformation is uniform across aU of the springs. The free
energy of the stack of lamellae is therefore minimal when the surface séparation can
accommodate an intégral number of smectic layers. In other words, energy minima occur
when the surface séparation is Dn=nd where n is thenumber of layers in thestack andd
is the reticular spacing ofthe lamellar phase. Ifthe surfaces are brought toa new surface
séparation where D*Dn and the number of layers remains constant, the change in free
energy per unitarea, (E-E0)/A, is proportional to the layerdisplacement as follows:

E-E0 =l^(D-Dn)
A 2 D

(4.5)

The elastic response described by Equation 4.5 is shown schematically in Figure 4.2(a).
However, if the compressive déformation is large, the stress in the stack canbe released
by removing layers. This is possible by creating or annihilating an edge dislocation [20,
30, 31]. In Chapter 3 it was shown that edge dislocations of Burgers vector 2 were
created upon compression ofthe induced La phase. The edge dislocation actually forms a
loop which increases in radius so that the layers are expeUed from the confined région as
shown in Figure 4.2(b). In principle, after the edge dislocation loop has been squeezed
out from between the surfaces, the stress is reduced to zéro at a new surface séparation
D2n=(n-2)d. Therefore, the free energy as a function ofthe surface séparation will appear
as a séries ofintersecting parabolae each centred at D2n. Hère, the subscript 2n is used to
dénote that the lamellar stack changes its equilibrium thickness by two smectic layers if
dislocations of Burgers vector equal to two occur. When the surfaces are separated,
layers may bedrawn into the central région where the edge dislocation coalesces and is
annihilated.

The force profile measured across a homeotropicaUy aligned lamellar phase is therefore
expected to be oscillatory. The séparation between consécutive oscillation minima is

related to the reticular spacing of the lamellar phase. The parabolic shape of the
oscillations also allows the layer compressibility modulus to be extracted by relating the
measured force-distance profile to the elastic free energy ofthe membrane stack (Equation
4.5) using the Derjaguin approximation (Equation 2.1). In this way Equation 3.2 is
obtained whichis restated hèrefor completeness [20] :
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(F-F2n)^ =B(D2n-Df (4.6)

where F2n is the force, which may be non-zero if a background force is acting, at the
oscillation niinima centred at D2n.

(a) n layers n springs

Dn=nd
-D

(b) n-2 layers n-2 springs

(n-2)d (n+2)d

Figure 4.2: Lamellar phase aligned homeotropically between the SFA surfaces is
analogous to a séries ofidentical springs. For smalldéformations, an elastic behaviour is

seen as shown schematically in (a). For large compressive déformations the stress may
be released by the formation ofan edgedislocation loop (Burgers vector of2 is shown)
expelling some of the layers. On the other hand, the number of layers can increase by
drawing in an edgedislocation loop from outside. The correspondingfree energy as a
function of surface séparation is a sériesofintersecting parabolae centred at séparations

which can accommodate an intégral number of layers.

The validity of the Derjaguin approximation for this particular type of SFAexperiment is

not immediately obvious. For the Derjaguin approximation to be valid F(D) should be
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single valued and integrable, and the range ofthe force must be small compared with the
radius of curvature of the surfaces [32, 33]. However, homeotropic alignment in a
lamellar phase may extend away from a rigid surface to distances of the order of
micromètres. Furthermore, the SFA surfaces are curved so a network of edge
dislocations must be présent in order to allow the lamellae to retain a constant spacing
across the wedge-like geometry. Since the network extends out to the very edges of the
curved surfaces, its free energy contribution may cause déviations from the Derjaguin
approximation.

The influence ofthèse effects was evaluated using a microscopic model ofthe dislocation
network, and the process ofcréation orannihilation ofedge dislocations [20]. The edge
dislocation network around the SFA surfaces is shown schematicaUy inFigure 4.3. The
surface séparation D is always measured as the distance between the points of closest
approach, that is, the contact position (see Chapter 2). Since the crossed cylinder
geometry is équivalent to a sphère on a flat, the thickness of the région between the
surfaces at a given radius from the centre r is given by:

h(r) = D + —
2R

(4.7)

for D«R. The space between the two surfaces is then divided into adjacent torus-like
cells each containing an edge dislocation loop at the radius r,-. Each torus is delimited by
an inner radius p, where the thickness h(pt) is an integer multiple ofthe reticular distance
^d. The initial description given by Richetti et al. was for elementary edge dislocations
(Burgers vector b=l) [20] so at the outer radius ofthe torusp/+7, the thickness h(pi+1)
increases by one reticular spacing. Ifedge dislocations of Burgers vector 2 are présent
then h(pi+1) wiU hâve increased by two reticular spacings compared to h(pt). At zéro
stress the central cell centred at r0 does not contain a dislocation. However, the edge
dislocations are created or annihilated in this région as the surface séparation is varied.

There are three main contributions to the free energy of a cell [34]. First, the edge
dislocations are in fact loops which circle the contact région. There is aUne tension ycore
around the circumference of the loop which acts to reduce the radius of the defect. The
free energy associated with this is known as the core energy which can be approximated
by [35]:

Ecore=1™-iYa (4.8)

The second contribution comes from the free energy cost of the distortions around the
defect. This is known as thefar field energy [35, 36]:
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Efar-field ~ ^-^iYfar-field

where Yfar-fieid is a constantrelatedto the elastic constants ofthe membrane.

(4.9)

Figure 4.3: (a) Stack of lamellae aligned between the SFA surfaces, which can be

approximated by a spherical and a flat surface. In order to keep the reticularspacing

constant a networkofedge dislocations exists so that the sample canfill the gap between

the surfaces witha homeotropic alignment[20].

The final free energy contribution is the wedge confinement energy Ew which arises from

the distortion of the layers when they fill a cell of varying thickness [34]. One can see

from Figure 4.3 that from the inner radius p, to the dislocation core at r„ the sample is

stretched. However, the sample is compressed between the dislocation core and the outer

radius p,+y. The wedge confinement energy is [20]:

The first term accounts for the expansion ofthe layers as a resuit ofthe distortion and the

second term accounts for the compression ofthe layers.
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The net elastic energy from each ceU is therefore:

E = F + F + F*1 ^wedge T ^core T c'far-field

Chapter 4: Pure Lamellar Phase

(4.11)

The contribution from each cell isadded togive the energy ofthe whole dislocation array.

£=£0+]T£i (4.12)
i=i

where Eo is the energy contribution ofthe central ceU. The total number ofcells, Nmax, is
limited by the thickness at the edge ofthe SFA surfaces (=1-2 mm). An upper bound to
Nmax was estimated tobe around 105 if the confined sample is completely aUgned over
the whole surface région.

Now theelastic interaction between the surfaces is given by:

dD

— E -Y—E.
dD ° ^dD ' (4.13)

Interestingly, summation of the wedge confinement energy was found not contribute to
the interaction between the surfaces. This is because the attraction due to the stretched

areasexactly cancels the repulsion arisingfrom the compressed areas. If the effect ofthe

Une énergies is neglected the remaining interaction comes fromthe central ceU alone. The
force between the surfaces becomes [20]:

'-•»* -j- = 2kREF=nRB
n^d

(4.14)

which identifies with the Derjaguin approximation and soEquation 4.6 is recovered.

However, when the core energy and the far field energy are taken into account, Equation
4.14 becomes [20]:

F-^^+Mr~+r».„M (4.15)

where r. is theequilibrium radius ofthe dislocation loops. The additional contribution to
the force causes adéviation from the Derjaguin équivalence. Fortunately the effect ofthe
Une tensions was estimated to be below the sensitivity of the apparatus, and so the first
term of Equation 4.15 is dominant. Note however, that the initial calculation was made

for elementary edge dislocations with unit Burgers vector (b=l) [20]. As the magnitude
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of the Burgers vector increases, the second term becomes more important but a more
gênerai dérivation for any magnitude of the Burgers vector was not made [20]. To first

approximation, thesecond term ofEquation 4.15 scales with band a rough estimate of its
magnitude is given by:

»« i / j \ 1/2

HYcre +V^jSr"H2Nr^ +̂ \j) * (4.16)

where À is a constant with the dimensions of length and is related to the membrane
elasticity [20]. Foredge dislocations of Burgers vector of 2, and taking Af,^ = 105, B
= 103 J/m3, and X = 2 nm, Equation 4.16 amounts to a constant force of around 0.2
mN/m. This gives a uniform répulsive baseUne which is not observable using the présent
SFA technique, as it is automaticaHy subtracted from the data when the zéro ofthe force

is selected. To first approximation, Equation 4.6 should therefore stiU bevalid for edge
dislocations of Burgers vectorequal to 2.

Themethod was first used to analyse the force-distance profile measured for the lameUar
phase of the sodium dodecylsulphate/pentanol/water system [17,18]. This system was
known to be stabiUsed by electrostatic interactions and excellent agreement was found
between the measured value of B and the value predicted by Equation 4.3. The work
presented below apphes the sametechnique to measure B, at severalvolume fractions for
thepurelameUar phase ofthe AOT/NaNOyHiO system.

4.3 EXPERIMENTAL

The major aim of the experiments in this Chapter was to compare the force-distance
profiles measured for a pure lamellar phase samples to the Larégime seen in Chapter 3.
Three pure lameUar samples were studied with membrane volume fractions similar to the

sponge samples studied in Chapter 3. The samples are located close to the LafL^
boundary in the phase diagram (Chapter 2, Figure 2.1) with the compositions shown in
Table 4.1. The study of the pure lameUar phases was performed at constant température
of 25°C. There were some précautions required to successfuUy inject the lamellar
samples into the SFA whicharedescribed in Chapter2.
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Table 4.1: Composition ofthe pure lamellar samples given as: percentage weight (%w),
volume fraction (0), and mole fraction (x). The volume fraction ofthe brine is given
rather than the saitandwater separately [37J.

# Components %w O X

1

AOT 20.0 0.180 8.86xl0-3

NaN03 1.85 0.82 4.95xl0-3

H20 78.2 0.986

2

AOT 15.0 0.134 6.27xl0-3

NaN03 1.85 0.866 4.66xl0-3

H20 83.2 0.989

3

AOT 10.0 0.090 3.96xl0-3

NaN03 1.90 0.910 4.54x10"3

H20 88.1 0.992

4.4 RESULTS

The results presented in Figure 4.4 show the force-distance profile for the pure lamellar
samples measured as the two SFA surfaces approach each other. In each case an

oscillatory force is observed which increases in overall magnitude as the surface
séparation is reduced. The osciUations could be observed at surface séparations ofup to
1.5ixm for the most dilute sample, 0=0.090, while for the more concentrated samples,
0=0.134 and 0=0.182, the first oscillations were observed at around 2u.m where

measurements typically began. Inprevious SFA studies onpurelamellar phases similar
oscillatory profiles were observed, however, the oscillations were superimposed on an
attractive background which turned répulsive only at short séparations [15, 17, 18]. In
the experiments performed hère the force-distance profile was continuously measured
only upon approach ofthe surfaces, and hence an attractive background cannot be clearly
evidenced. However, at 0=0.090, most of the oscillations observed at séparations less
than 700 nm were below the F/R zéro indicating a slight attraction until the last two or
three oscillations which turned répulsive.
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Figure 4.4: Force F, normalised by the radius of curvature R, as a function surface
séparation for eachpure lamellar phase studied: (a) 0=0.180, (b) 0=0.134 and, (c)
0=0.090. The saitcontent issuch that the samples are close to the Lq/Ls bounaary in the
phase diagram (Chapter 2, Figure 2.1). Only the data measured upon approach ofthe
two surfaces arepresented. The periodicity measuredfrom the positions ofthe inward
jumps (see text) is consistent withformation ofedge dislocations ofBurgers vector equal
to 2 (see Figure 4.5).

Asnoted in Chapter 3, therelation between theperiodicity ofthe oscillatory force profile
and the reticular spacing of the lamellar phase is least ambiguously measured from the

distance between adjacent minima. However, a reticular spacing may also be extracted

from the position of the inward jumps seen in Figure 4.4. In principle, the jump
positions indicate the intersection of two adjacent parabola (see Figure 4.2)assuming that
thesystem responds to the appUed stress elastically (the appIicabiUty of this assumption to
the présent system will be discussed later). The surface séparation at which adjacent
parabola intersect is given by [17]:
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Dt=Tjn(n-b)d' (4.17)
%

where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector. However, if edge dislocations of b=2
are induced then each oscillation in the force-distance profile corresponds to 2n smectic
layers confined between the surfaces. In that case the position ofthe inward jumps, Dit
should be linear with s]2n(2n-2) with the slope giving the reticular spacing of the
lameUar phase. Figure 4.5 shows the maximum F/R value for each of the osciUations

shown in Figure 4.4 for the three membrane volume fractions studied. In each case a

linear relationship does hold over most of the range surface séparations studied. A

déviation from the linear behaviour occurs for the oscillations nearest the zéro of

séparation, where theoverall force was seen to turnrépulsive in Figure 4.4. The inward
jump distances in the linear région in Figure 4.5 are therefore consistent with edge
dislocations having a Burgers vector of magnitude equal to two aspreviously seen for the
induced lameUar phase. The periodicity measured from the inward jump positions, given
by the slope oftheUnes in Figure 4.5, is denoted d'L(X and summarised inTable 4.2 for
each volume fraction.

The applied force needed to squeeze out the last few AOT bilayers from between the
surfaces was large (up to 10mN/m). As in theprevious experiments performed on the
pure sponge samples, pushing through the last few bilayers to reach sUica-silicacontact

was avoided until theendofthe experiment. Measurement of the force-distance profiles
during séparation of the surfaces therefore started after reaching the inner most
oscUlations seen in each ofthe profiles shown in Figure4.4, rather than from siUca-sUica

contact. In this way the risk of damaging the contact région was minimised.

The force-distance profile measured upon séparation of the surfaces differed in several

ways from that measured on approach of the surfaces. For the most dilute sample
(0=0.090) no oscillations were seen at aU upon separating the surfaces. At higher
volume fractions a small number of weak oscUlations were observed: typicaUy less than
eight could be distinguished. An example is shown in Figure 4.6 measured for the

sample at 0=0.135. The periodicity d^a measured as the distance between adjacent
minima is equalto twicethe reticular spacing expected for this sample, basedon the idéal

swelling law, consistent with the value of b implied in Figure 4.5. Most of the profiles
measured upon separating thesurfaces were répulsive as shown in Figure 4.6, indicating
anoveraU répulsive interaction which decayed back to zéro force as thesurface séparation
increased. Reversing the motion of the surfaces at any stage after the initial séparation
had begun, gavethe samecharacteristic oscUlations as seenin Figure 4.4.
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80 100

Figure 4.5: The F/R maxima ofthe each ofthe oscillations observed in Figure 4.4 are
plotted against yj2n(2n-2), where 2n is the number smectic layers confined between the
surfaces estimated from the rank of each oscillationfrom the zéro of séparation.
According to Equation 4.17 the reticular spacing ofthe lamellarphase maybe estimated

from the slope ofthe solid Unes (dia'), assuming the system responds elastically to the
applied strain.
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Figure 4.6: Typicalforce-distance profile measured during séparation ofthe surfaces
from near contactfor the lamellarphase sample at0=0.134. Afew weak oscillations are
seen close to contact which could be measured continuously with no observation ofa
spring instability (exceptfor the initial jump outfrom the inner most oscillation). The
inset shows that the overall profile is répulsive and decays slowly back to zéro atlarge
séparation. The periodicity, dia can be measured as the distance between consécutive
minima and isrelated to the reticular spacing expectedforthis lamellar sample by dL =£d.
Hère, dLa = (30 ± 2) nm as indicated in the main figure and d = 14.3 nmfrom idéal
swelling.

The datameasured upon séparation of thesurfaces shown inFigure 4.6arenotsufficient
to apply the analysis outlined in Section 4.2 to extract B. Asystematic procédure using
several approach and séparation cycles was followed inorder to more carefuUy measure
the shape of each oscillation. This procédure was similar to the that used to measure the
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shape ofthe oscillations observed in the La régime described in Chapter 3. The process

began by moving the surfaces together, stopping at one of the oscillations. Some extra

pressure was then applied after the initial inwards jump to the oscillation, without

inducing a jump to the next oscillation. After waiting several minutes to ensure

mechanical equiUbrium had been attained, the movement ofthe surfaces was reversed and

the force profile ofthe oscUlation was measured. The process was then repeated for 10

or so oscillations providing a représentative set of data for each volume fraction. Figure

4.7 shows such measurements for the first 10 or so oscillations at small surface

séparations for the three samples studied. In Figure 4.7 the background has been set to

zéro by plotting (F-F2n)/R, where F2n is the force at the minimum ofthe oscillation.

The first parameter that can be measured from Figure 4.7 is the periodicity of the

oscillatory profile given by the séparation between adjacent F/R minima. The location of

the minima as a function of their rank was linear as shown in Figure 4.8 with periodicity

dha given by the slope of the Une ofbest fit. Once again d\^ for each sample was found
to be twice the expected reticular spacing, d, based on idéal swelling. The results are
summarised in Table 4.2.

The data from each ofthe oscillations measured during séparation ofthe surfaces is also

plotted in Figure 4.8 according to Equation 4.6. Hère the data around each oscillation

minima are well fitted by a straight Une, the slope of which represents the compressibility
modulus, B. The value for B at each volume fraction is summarised in Table 4.2 and

alsoused in Figure 4.7 as the parabolic fit to eachosciUation using Equation 4.14. Only
the région around the osciUation minimaare truly parabolicand a déviation is seen at the
higher part ofeach oscillation in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Force-distance profile measured upon séparation ofthe surfaces describing
several ofthe innermost oscillations seen in Figure 4.4 at each volumefraction studied:
(a) 0=0.182, (b) 0=0.134 and, (c) 0=0.090. The overall backgroundforce has been set
to zéro byplotting (F-F2n)/R, where F2n is the force at the minimum ofeach oscillation.
The parabolicfitfor each oscillation (solid and dashed Unes) is calculated using Equation
4.14 with the value of B measured in Figure 4.9.
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= 0.181
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Figure 4.8: Position of the minima of each oscillation shown in Figure 4.7 ranked

consecutivelyfrom zéro séparation. The solid Une shows the least squaresfit to the data

giving the periodicity dLa which is 21 nm, 30 nm, and 43 nmfor 0=0.181, 0=0.134
and, 0=0.090 respectively (also summarised in Table 4.2).

The experimentally measured value of B for each volume fraction is also shown in

Figure 4.10. The corresponding values measured in Chapter 3 for the induced lamellar

phase are also shown for comparison. Since the number of osciUations measured at each

composition was small (less than 10), the uncertainty in B was taken as the largest

déviation from the mean value. Reasonable agreement is shown between the

expérimental values and the behaviour expected from Equation 4.3 using a low value of
the membrane bending constant k.
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Table 4.2: Summary ofthe physical parameters measuredform the SFA experiments.
The expected reticular spacing, d,for each sample is calculatedfrom the idéal scaling law
derived from SAXS where 8 (=1.91 nm) is the bilayer thickness [38]. dL(X' is the
periodicity measuredfrom the position ofthe inward jumps (Figure 4.6(b)), and dL is
the periodicity measuredfrom the oscillation minima (Figure 4.8). The uncertainty in the
measurement are given as the largest déviationfrom the mean valuefor dLa and B. The
standard déviation is givenfor di^.

<n rf(nm)

=5/0

dLa! (nm) ^(nm) B (J/m3)

X103

0.180 10.6 24±6 21±2 16±3

0.134 14.3 30±5 30±2 8.5+1.8

0.090 21.2 39±4 43±3 1.810.6
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Figure 4.9: The compressibility modulus B ofthe lamellar phase may be extracted
from the slope of(F-F2n)D2n/nR vs. (D2n - D)2 using the Derjaguin approximation where
F(D)/2nR is theelastic energydensity ofthe nth parabola centred at (D2n> F2n/2nR) (2n

bilayers at zéro stressed confined in the gap). (a) 0=0.182, (b) 0=0.134 and, (c)

0=0.090.
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Figure 4.10: The measured compressibility modulus, B, ofthe pure lamellarphases

(•) plotted against dj^J2. The behaviour expectedfrom the Helfrich approximation is
shown where the value of Kin Equation 4.4 is 0.5ksT (dotted Une), lksT (solid Une),

and 3ksT (dashed Une) [24, 25]. Also shown are the data from Figure 3.9 (Chapter 3)

measuredfor the induced lamellar phase (o).

4.5 DISCUSSION

The data presented above hâve shown the interaction between two rigid surfaces

confining a pure lamellar phase. The force-distance profile is oscillatory with a

periodicity that is twice the reticular spacing, d, for each lamellar phase sample studied.

A reasonable conclusion therefore is that the observed discontinuities arise when edge

dislocations of Burgers vector equal to 2 are nucleated in the confined région as a resuit of

the imposed strain. Interestingly this is the same behaviour that was observed in the La

régime described in Chapter 3. For the induced lamellar phase it is somewhat intuitive

that the defects seen are reminiscent of the topology of the sponge phase from which it
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condensed. The fact that the pure lameUarphase samples, which had a composition close

to the La/L3 boundary, show the same behaviour indicates that near the La/L3 transition

edge dislocation ofBurgers vector 2 are thermodynamicaUy favoured. This behaviour is

consistent with the idea that the highly curved defects, such as edge dislocations of unit

Burgers vector, are not normally expected to occur in Systems close to the conditions

where the sponge phaseoccurs [39-41]. SimUar conclusions weremadeby AbiUon and

Perez from a previous SFA study in the pure lameUar phase ofthe CTAB/hexanol/brine

system which also displays a neighbouring sponge phase [16]. Their conclusions were

somewhat tentative given thatequiUbrium was notattained during themeasurements.

Thèse experiments can becontrasted to measurements performed inthelamellar phase of
the SDS/pentanol/water where edge dislocations of Burgers vector equal to one were
observed to be the preferred defect [17, 18]. The lamellar phase of this system was
stabiUsed by electrostatic forces and hence far away from the conditions needed for a

sponge phase to form. A worthwhUe extension to theexperiments presented in this thesis
would be to study the AOT/brine lameUar phase at compositions further away from the
La/L3 boundary. The phase diagram in Figure 2.2 (Chapter 2) shows that this may be
achieved byreducing the sait content. Such experiments were attempted, however as the
amount of sait is reduced, the viscosity increases quickly to the point where SFA
experiments are not possible. Using a sample at0=0.134 with a sait content of 1.5%w,
one SFA experiment (not presented hère) showed that edge dislocations ofBurgers vector
two were stiU favoured. Eventually, as the sait content is reduced, electrostatics begin to
dominate the intermembrane interaction. It is not unreasonable to expect that edge
dislocations ofunit Burgers vector wUl begin to dominate, as the energy cost ofbending
the bilayer into a dislocation with b=2, should become larger further away from the
La/L3 phase boundary. Unfortunately, the SFA experiments below 1.5%w sait content
failed due to the viscosity problem and did not allow this idea to be tested. Différent

surfactant Systems may bemore appropriate for this type ofexperiment.

The data presented hère can be placed in perspective by considering results from other
techniques. Astudy by Strey et al. using freeze fracture électron microscopy has shown
that passages can form ina lameUar phase close to the La/L3 transition [42]. Theoretical
studies hâve also demonstrated the possibility of passage formation after membrane
collisions in lamellar phases [43]. To summarise aU of thèseideas, the scheme shown in

Figure 4.11 has been proposed as the mechanism by which the sponge phase forms from
the lamellar phase [41, 44, 45]. The formation of a passage after a collision between
adjacent membrane destroys the smectic ordering ofthe lamellar phase and emphasises
the topological change that occur at the transition. The experiments reported hère, and
those inChapter 3, support the idea that the nature ofthe preferred defect in the lamellar
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phase is strongly linked to the topology of the neighbouring bicontinuous sponge phase

when the lamellar phase has a composition close to the La/L3phase boundary.

* £

Figure 4.11: Suggested séquence of topological changes that occurduring the lamellar

to sponge bulk transition. The passage thatforms linking the two adjacentbilayers, as

shown in the top rightofthe diagramabove, is similar to the defect thatis created as the

stack of lamellae are compressed between the SFA surfaces in theprésent experiments.

Thediagram, due to Porte, was adaptedfrom références [41, 44, 45].

The reticular spacing ofthe lameUar phase could be determined from the osciUatory force-

distance profile in several ways. Taking the différence between adjacent oscillation

minima gives the most unambiguous measure ofthe reticular spacing. Caution should be

exercised when attempting to relate d'^a, measured from the position of the inward
jumps, to the reticular spacing of the lamellar phase (see Figure 4.5). For some Systems,

it appears that a finite amount of energy is required to nucleate an edge dislocation upon

compression of the lamellar phase [20]. In this situation the energy given to the system

by reducing the surface séparation is shared between deforming the lamellae elastically,

and overcoming the energy barrier associated with nucleating an edge dislocation. Hence

the force-distance profile déviâtes from a pure elastic déformation of the lameUar stack. If

the energy barrier to nucleating the dislocation is large, the force distance profile
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measured on compression will follow a path well above the parabola minimum.
Although the position ofthe inward jumps may appear to be quite regular, they may not
necessarily correspond to the theoretical intersection ofthe parabolae. Indeed, Figure 4.7
shows that a slight déviation from parabolic behaviour when the surfaces are separated
after applying high strains relative tothe parabola minima. Therefore, asa direct measure
of the equUibrium reticular spacing ofthe lameUar phase, the most confidence is placed on
ta which was measured asthe séparation between adjacent minima. The data around the
osciUation minima indicated elastic behaviour as predicted by Equation 4.14.

The différence between the overall force-distance profiles measured on approach and on
séparation of the surfaces is not completely understood. However, the différence
probably arises from the fact that the processes of nucleation and annihilation of
dislocations are not necessarily équivalent [20]. As the surfaces are separated, each
dislocation loop shrinks in size to fiU the expanding central région between the two
surfaces. Ideally, the dislocation is annihilated when the surfactant membrane forming
the handle coalesces to return the system to a homeotropic stack of lamellae. In the
présent system, there may exist an energy barrier to the coalescence ofthe dislocation

loop which may explain the expérimental observations to some extent. Further
expérimental study is required to understand this process more completely. Nevertheless,
putting the nulceation and annihilation of the dislocations aside, the minima of the
osciUations measured upon séparation are parabolic indicating elastic behaviour is seen
where the déformation ofthe lameUar stack is smaU.

The values of B extracted from the parabolic fit oscillatory profile measured upon
séparation ofthe surfaces are in fair agreement with those predicted for a lameUar phase
stabiUsed by undulation interactions. The data are consistent with a low value for the
membrane rigidity k, around 0.5-lkBT as shown in Figure 4.10. A simUar observation
was presented in Chapter 3 for the La régime. Note that when the surface séparation is
less than about 50 nm the rigid walls hâve a significant on the few remaining lamellae.
Screening of the membrane undulations occurs which, in turn, affects the observed
oscillations [15, 17, 18, 46]. The interlamellar spacing therefore appears to be slightly
reduced and the measured compressibility modulus is larger than the expected value.
Thèse parameters were therefore measured from the osciUations thatoccurred at surface
séparations larger than about 50 nm where there were a larger number of lameUae far
enough from thewaUs toexhibit their bulk properties.

Previous SFA measurements in pure lamellar phases hâve shown a weak attractive
background upon which the structural oscillations are superposed. Note that when the
SFA surfaces are completely immersed in abath ofthe bulk lamellar phase, the sample in
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the confined région is in equilibrium with the rest of the sample in the SFA chamber.
Hence there is no interface between the surfaces and therefore no capillary force
contributing to theattraction as seen fortheLa régime in Chapter 3. Rather, theattractive
background seen for a confined pure lameUar phase is thought to arise for other reasons
[20]. First, when the lamellar phase is confined between rigid surfaces, some of the
orientational fluctuations arerestricted. As the séparation between the walls decreases the
number of prohibited fluctuation modes increases and a depletion type attraction results.
Furthermore, the réduction of membrane fluctuations near the rigid walls causes an
enhancement of the order parameter which may also contribute to the attractive
background according to the theory of Marcelja and Radie described in Chapter 3 [20,
47]. Only a slight attractive background was seen in the measurements presented hère.
However, the envelope ofthe minima ofthe osciUations was not measured and therefore

it is notpossible to say anything on the magnitude ofthe attraction.

4.6 CONCLUSIONS

The experiments presented inthis chapter show that the force-distance profiles measured
for the pure lamellar phase are very similar to that of the Larégime. Hence, the phase
induced upon confinement ofthesponge phase can be confidentiy assigned the lamellar
structure. Remarkably the nature ofthe defects ineach situation are identical and strongly
linked to the topology of the sponge phase. Furthermore, the measurement of the

compressibility modulus for each sample agreed well with the values predicted by the
Helfrich description oflameUar phases with flexible membranes [1,24]. Such a study is
useful in that the compressibility modulus is measured directly and is not model
dépendent. In principle, one could extract the membrane bending constant from the
measurement of B as k: is the only fitting parameter in Equation 4.3. However, many
more data points would be necessary inFigure 4.10 in order to fit the profile of B versus
dmore confidentiy. Such an experiment is limited bythe sensitivity of the SFA indUute
lamellar samples, and also by the problem oftheincreasing sample viscosity for lamellar
phases at high membrane volume fractions.
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Chapter 5

General Discussion

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The results presented in the preceding chapters showed force-distance profiles for two

différent structured fluids describing their behaviour in a confined geometry.

Measurements in the pure sponge phase (Chapter 3) showed two distinct force-distance

régimes. The two régimes were rationalised in terms of a phase transition from the

sponge phase, responsible for the L3 régime, to the lamellar phase, responsible for the La

régime. Measurements using pure lamellar phases, presented in Chapter 4, mirrored

many of the features of the La régime showing that the induced lamellar phase was

similar to a pure bulk lamellar phase close to the La/L3 phase boundary. In this chapter

aU of thèse results are discussed in more detaU. In addition, the analysis of the force-

distance profiles is extended to show how the Lj/La interfacial tension can be measured.

Although many of the measurements can be explained in terms of existing théories

developed for sponge and lamellar phases, there are a few points that are not well

understood.

5.2 THE L3 REGIME

The L3 régime was characterised by a weak oscillatory force superimposed upon an

attractive background. Thèse characteristic features were most clearly seen at

températures far from T^a, where the L3 régime was observed over the whole force-

distance profile except at short séparations when the surfaces were close to contact. At

small séparation, a large force barrier was observed which was explained in terms of an

AOT bilayer adsorbed on each surface. AOT is negatively charged, so presumablya thin

brine layer séparâtes the surfactant bilayer and the negatively charged silica. A similar

effect has been observed in other SFA studies performed using aqueous AOT solutions
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[1,2]. For example, a large force barrier at small séparation was reported byParker etal.
for measurement in a dilute AOT micellar solution [1]. But why should a negatively
charged bUayer inthe sponge phase flatten out remain inclose proximity to a negatively
charged surface? In fact, from the force-distance profile alone, one cannot say whether
the surfactant bilayer isprésent at aU surface séparations oronly at smaU D asaneffect of
the confinement. In many Systems, the refractive index can be used to estimate the

thickness of layers adsorbed on the SFA surfaces as in the study by Parker et al. [1].
However, a similar measurement is not possible for the experiments presented hère as
there isvirtuaUy no différence inrefractive index between the bulk sponge phase and the
lameUar structure. Some indirect évidence does allow a few comments as to the présence
ofthe absorbed AOT bilayers.

An AOT membrane and solvent layer may beexpected to form on each surface upon self
assembly ofthe AOT monomers. In previous reports ofthe bilayer adsorption, the AOT
concentration was above the critical miceUe concentration (CMC) [1, 2]. The adsorbed
AOT bilayer may then represent one selfassembly structure, together with miceUes, that
formed under the influence of the flat wall. In the case of the sponge phase, the
surfactant bilayers are already présent in the bulk sample. When the silica surfaces are
immersed in the bulk sample the sponge phase meets the silica wall, which can be
considered quite flat since R»Ç, where the bulk sponge symmetry isbroken. The rigid
walls hâve a screening effect on the membrane undulations [3,4] and a bilayer would be
expected to flatten out to contour each surface. In this picture, an adsorbed AOT bilayer
isprésent oneach siUca surface, separated by a thin brine layer, at aU séparations and isa
surface wetting phenomenon rather than aneffect ofthe confinement [5].

Several features ofthe force-distance profiles lendsupport to this structure close to each
silica wall. First, the osciUations observed inthe L3 régime, as indicated by the position
oftheminima, were commensurate with the large force barriers atsmaU séparation rather
than with the zéro of séparation (silica-silica contact). In other words, the structure
responsible for the L3 osciUations extends from the wetting layers rather than the silica
walls. Furthermore, the large force barrier at small séparations was always at around the
same surface séparation for each AOT volume fraction. Thèse effects are indicated by the
constant négative y-intercept in Figure 3.2 for both membrane volume fractions.

5.2.1 The Attractive Background

The origin of the attractive background force observed in the L3 régime arises from the
perturbation ofthe bulk sponge structure near each silica waU. A convenient description
is facilitated using the concept of the order parameter to describe the average degree of
order in the confined film, and denoted *F. The physical origin of f is not straight
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forward to define and discussion of this is given below. In the présent expérimental

configuration, the sponge phase meets each silica surface which can be considered flat

since R»^. The bulk symmetry of the sponge is broken and the degree of order is

perturbed near the silica surface. The order parameter is therefore modified near each

surface and decays back to the bulk value some distance away from the surfaces

according to a decay length, £«p. The two surfaces were identical in the experiments

presented in this thesis, hence the order parameter profile near each surface is symmetric

as shown in Figure 5.1(a). As the two surfaces approach each other, the order parameter

profiles overlap. According to Marcelja and Radie [6,7], the resulting interaction should

be attractive with the same decay length |«p, as shown in Figure 5.1(b).

(h

a

Séparation (D)

' cce **>

Figure 5.1: (a) Order parameter profile of a thin film of sponge phase between two

identical ordering walls separated by a distance x. The order is enhanced near the wall

andeventually decays back to the bulk value according to the orderparameter corrélation
length £<jf. When two walls are présent the two régions of order can overlap and the
interaction in (b) will resuit. If the boundary conditions are symmetric then (b) shows

thatthefree energyis loweras thesurfaceséparation D is reduced [6, 7].

Note that the free energy of the confined fluid should actually increase as a resuit of the

enhanced order at the silica surfaces. However, the SFA experiment measures how the

free energy changes with the surface séparationD, rather than the absolute free energy.

With symmetric boundary conditions, the free energy decreases as D decreases and the

interaction is attractive. The same effect has been observed in several other SFA using

various fluids [7-9]. An overall répulsive interaction has also been observed when

asymmetric boundary conditions were in place [9]. In that study, the force-distance
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profile was measured across a nematogen using one smooth mica surface and another

mica surface coated with polymer. The smooth mica surface induces a smectic order

while the polymer coated surface disorders the neighbouring fluid. As the surfaces are
brought together, each surface has the opposite influence on the intervening fluid film and
anoveraU répulsive interaction isobserved as would beexpected intuitively [9].

The attractive background ofthe L3 régime can be explained using the concepts inFigure
5.1, however, as mentioned previously, the physical origin ofthe order parameter is not
well understood at this time. A smectic orderparameter, similar to that usedto describe

the density modulation in thermotropic smectic-A phases [10], is tempting given that
ultimately the confined film transforms to a lamellar structure. However, the periodicity
ofthe L3 régime seems toberelated to the sponge structure, observed as approximately
2Ç, rather than the lameUar structure. Apresmectic ordering, such as that described by de
Gennes [10], and measured by Horn etal. [7] and Moreau et al. [8, 9], would lead to a
periodicity related toLareticular spacing, d. The results suggests that, although there isa
surfactant bilayer aligned paraUel to each siUca surface, a presmectic ordering does not
penetrate further into the confined film of sponge phase. The enhanced ordering that
gives rise to thebackground attraction is nota developed smectic order.

The order parameter usuaUy considered in Ught scattering studies is theone that describes
the fluctuations oftheinside (I) and outside (O) subvolumes ofthe bicontinuous sponge
structure [11-14]. The enhanced order that causes the attractive background may resuit
from a réduction ofthèse fluctuations by each surface. The decay lengths, Çy, measured
hère seem to be in the same range as those measured in Ught scattering [13] indicating that
the order parameter relevant to the SFA measurements may hâve the same physical origin.
More experiments would be necessary to test thisproposai.

FinaUy, it should be noted that the interaction resulting from the enhanced ordering is
quite long range. Evidently this interaction is the reason that one surface sees the other

giving rise to the confining field in the fluid free energy. In the analogous case of
capillary condensation of simple liquids, the two surfaces see each other due to van der

Waals interactions across the fluid [15,16].

5.2.2 The Periodicity of The L3 Régime

The periodic oscillations observed inthe L3 régime are, at first, surprising given that the
bulk sponge phase is an isotropic fluid with no long range order. The influence of the
surfaces, however, does hâve an ordering influence as discussed above. In order to

explain the periodicity of the L3 régime, a natural approach is to look at the scattering
behaviour ofthe sponge phase to explore any relationship that may exist between d^ and
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the characteristic sizeofthe sponge, £ The force-distance profiles presented in Chapter3
showed that d^-2^. Implicit in this is the scaUng ofthe d^ in a similar way to |, which
scales as 0-f The oscillatory behaviour of the L3 régime is therefore most certainly

related to the sponge phase, albeit perturbed from the bulk state by the influence of the

siUca waUs.

That d^3 was twice the characteristic size of the sponge possibly originates from the
symmetric nature ofthe sponge structure. No symmetric/asymmetric transition has been

identified in the AOT/brine system, and it is assumed that aU the sponge samples studied

in this thesis were symmetric. Figure 5.2 shows a schematic représentation ofthe sponge

phase highlighting the partition of the solvent by the membrane into two separate

subvolumes [11, 17].

Figure 5.2: A schematic représentation ofa 2-dimensional eut through a sponge phase

using the CRAMS Lattice [11,17]. Thebilayer is approximated to lie on a cubic lattice of

cell size Ç. Two distinct subvolumes can be identified: arbitrarily labelled the inside (I)

and the outside (O). For a symmetric sponge, the volumefraction ofthe inside and the

outside are equal. The same représentation can be usedfor microemulsions where the

bold Une represents a surfactant monolayer separating subvolumes ofoil and water[18-

20].
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Using this model an oscillatory behaviour may arise as the free energy of the confined
sponge film would be expected to hâve minima only at surface séparations that can
accommodate an intégral number ofsponge cells. The symmetric nature ofthe sponge
further requires that the volume fractions of the inside and outside subvolumes remain
equal. Therefore the free energy is minimal only when the surface séparation is an
intégral multiple of2£ As the surfaces approach each other from large séparation, the
free energy increases as soon as D<n2Ç, where n is the number of cells. The strain is
eventually released by moving a pair of cells maintaining the overall inside/outside
symmetry. This process repeats until ail thesponge cells areremoved from the confined
film giving the observed osciUatory force-distance profile.

The précise mechanism by which the sponge cells are expelled from the confined région
is not understood. Given that the sponge is made up ofone continuous membrane, it is
difficult to imagine how material can be moved out ofthe confined gap unless membrane
tearing or some other defect occurs. In gênerai, the free energy offorming seems and
edges in the sponge structure is thought to be high [17]. In contrast, the amplitude ofthe
oscillations observed in the L3 régime was always quite low (F/R<50 mN/m) and
possibly not enough to induce such tearing. Tearing also destroys the symmetry ofthe
sponge [21, 22], which, if the above discussion is valid, appears to be maintained.
Nevertheless, récent studies on the defects in the sponge phase hâve shown that
membrane pores and tears can be présent at finite density, especiaUy in the dilute régime
[21-25].

In the absence of membrane tearing, some of the applied strain may be taken up by
diffusion of the handles, présent in the sponge phase, away from the confined région.
This may explain the slight hystérésis observed in the L3 régime between the force
measurements on approach and séparation of the surfaces. However, diffusion of the
handles does not provide alikely method to remove the fluid from the confined région as
the handles should ail be connected by the continuous membrane. The force-distance
profiles measured at the lowest températures (Figure 3.2), show that the only structure
left at smaU séparation are the AOT/brine layers wetting each surface. Thus the handles,
as weU as the rest ofthe interconnecting membrane, seem to be removed from between
thesurfaces during the compression.

An alternative model has been proposed by Petrov et al. based on the analogy of the
sponge structure to the cubic structure [26]. The periodicity is explained as an ordering
of the sponge by the walls towards the cubic structure. Furthermore the authors
proposed that a second order transition to the cubic phase was seen as a resuit of
confinement [26]. The structural oscillations then arise upon squeezing out layers
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corresponding to the <111> plane of the cubic structure, which align parallel to the
surfaces. This ideacomes from a previous SANS study where it was suggested thatthe
corrélation hump seen in the scattering ofthe sponge phase may be indexed to the <211>
reflection ofthe cubic structure [27]. The periodicity seen in the SFA is therefore given
by the ratio between the distances of the <211> and <111> cubic lattice planes
V6/V3 =V2£. Indeed a periodicity of 1.4Z, was observed for sponge phases at high
surfactant volume fractions [26]. At lower surfactant volume fraction theperiodicity in
the L3 régime measured by Petrov et al. is however, approximately 2£ in agreement with
the measurements at low surfactant volume fraction presented in this thesis. The

mechanism by which the proposed <111> lattice planes are removed from the confined
région, was not discussed [26].

Clearly, more expérimental work is necessary to elucidate the mechanism that gives rise
to the oscillations observed in the L3 régime. Furtherunderstanding of this process wUl

be valuable in our understanding of the defects that can occur in sponge phases. In the
conventional SFA setup, the force-distance profile gives an indirect picture of structural
changes that occur in confined fluids. The possibility of probing the confined fluid
independently, with X-rays for example, will présent an exciting avenue of future
research for the sponge phase and other structured fluids in confined geometries. Some

initial work to this effect has been reported for a thermotropic liquid crystal [28, 29].

5.3 THE L3 TO La PHASE TRANSITION

Evidence of the confinement induced sponge to lamellar phase transformation was only

seen for températures in the approximate range, AT>-8°C. The L3 régime was disrupted

at a threshold séparationD*in, below which the La régime was observed. This signalled

the transformation of the confined fluid film from the sponge structure to a lamellar

structure. Upon separating the surfaces, the induced lamellar phase reverted to the

sponge state only after separating the surfaces beyond D*out (withD*0Ut>D*jn). Clearly

there are three main influences on the structure of the confined fluid film. First is the

présence of the surface which causes a wetting layer to form, and enhances the orderof
the sponge as discussed in Section 5.2. Second is the confining energy field created as

the two surfaces approach each other. Finally, the température also significantly

influences the observed transition and hence, the structure ofthe confined fluid.

The basic features of the force-distance profiles that indicated the sponge to lamellar

transition are summarised schematically in Figure 5.3. The proposed state of the

confined fluid film is also shown with shaded régions representing the induced lamellar
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phase. After the transition, which occurs at D*in, the induced lamellar phase exists in a
central droplet surrounded by the bulk sponge phase. Adirect analogy can therefore be
made between the results presented hère and the many SFA studies of capillary
condensation of pure liquids [15, 30-32]. In thèse studies, adiscontinuity in force is
seen at acritical séparation as the two surfaces approach each other [15,32], analogous to
D*in in the présent work. The discontinuity results from the formation ofaUquid bridge
and its associated négative Laplace pressure which puUs the surfaces together. The Uquid
bridge évaporâtes only when the surfaces are separated beyond another critical séparation
[15, 32], analogous to D*out hère. In either case, the first order nature of the transition is
attested by adiscontinuity in the force-distance profile, hère seen as achange from the L3
régime to the La régime, and by the hystérésis between critical séparation at which the
new phase isinduced ordisappears (£>*•„ and D*out).

The state of the confined fluid under various conditions of température and surface
séparation can be described using an order parameter. In the following qualitative
description of the confinement induced phase transition, the order parameter, y,
represents the degree oforder in the confined film by taking afinite value for the ordered
lamellar structure, and zéro for the bulk sponge state. In reality, a relevant order
parameter for this phase transition should also take into account the behaviour of the
inside/outside subvolumes ofthe sponge phase. Several previous studies dealing with
the bulk sponge/lameUar phase transition hâve derived free energy expressions where two
such order parameters are coupled [17, 33, 34]. As yet, no rigorous theoretical
treatment, inthe framework ofthe Landau-Ginzburg approach, has been extended to the
confinement induced sponge/lamellar transition studied hère. Nevertheless, the results
allow some spéculation as to the form of the free energy in the absence of arigorous
model.

Consider first, the distribution of the order parameter between the two surfaces as a
function of the surface séparation, with the température kept constant. Figure 5.4(a)
shows that the fluid near each siUca waU is ordered compared to the bulk sample, as the
AOT bilayers contour the essentiaUy flat surface (R»Ç), and vtakes the value y/s. As
long as Dis large (»£), the fluid at the midplane is in the unperturbed sponge state and
i/is zéro. At the onset ofthe transition, when D=D*in, the confined film becomes
ordered over its whole thickness and y/=yrs for aU D<D*out, as shown in Figure 5.4(c).
Several différent mechanisms can be proposed which aU ultimately arrive at this point: a
capillary condensate ofthe wetting phase.
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Figure 5.3: Schematic diagram showing the confinement induced L3 to La transition

and correspondingforce-distance profile atconstant température (T<Tia). Beginning at
large D, the sponge phase exists between the surfaces giving rise to the L3 régime upon

approach of the surfaces. The shaded région represents the La phase which is the

preferred wetting phase. The confined fluid film transforms to the lamellar phase at a

well-defined séparation, D*in, and exists in a central droplet surrounded by the sponge

phase. The lamellar droplet reverts to the sponge state only after separating the surfaces

beyond D*out. Two distinctive oscillatoryforce profiles are observed depending on the

state ofthefluidfilm allowing the transition to be seen.
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In Figure 5.4 the first path leading to acapillary condensate of lamellar phase starts with
(a) and finishes at (c) via the situation shown in (b). In this case the thickness ofthe layer
wetting each silica surface, ts, does not change until D=D*in at which point the whole
film has the lamellar structure. The path from (a) to (c) via (b') is différent in that ts
increases to t's as the séparation is reduced. Given the simUarity in refractive index ofthe
L3 and the La phase, there was no way to measure the thickness of the wetting layer from
the interferometry. However, an increase in ts, ifprésent at aU, would hâve to be smaU to
keep the transition first order in nature. Asignificant increase in ts upon reducing the
surface séparation implies a continuous transition to the lamellar state, in contrast to the
expérimental observations. Note that ts can not change by any arbitrary amount. Since
the ordered phase isthe lameUar phase, ts isconstrained to values that can accommodate
an intégral number of smectic layers that hâve apreferred reticular spacing. An increase
in ts as the surface séparation decreases therefore implies that the lamellar structure starts
to penetrate into the confined film before D*in is reached. No such effect was seen at the
lowest températures studied (AT<-8°C) where the L3 régime was seen over the whole
force-distance profile except at smaU surface séparations where the adsorbed AOT bUayer
on each surface interact to give a strong repulsion. The thickness of the wetting layer
therefore should remain unchanged as the surface séparation is reduced until D*in is
reached, as shown by path (abc) in Figure 5.4.

An analogous phenomenon is film thickening ofsimple liquids wetting a substrate with
increasing vapour pressure [16, 35]. In thèse Systems there is a large différence in the
refractive index between the vapour phase and the Uquid phase, hence measurement ofthe
film thickening as the vapour pressure approaches saturation has been possible in the
SFA [15, 35-37]. The same studies hâve shown that there is littie thickening ofthe
wetting film as the surface séparation is reduced [35]. The main différence is that the
wetting phase in the présent case is smectic which means that if it is to increase, the
increase must occur in steps ofthe smectic periodicity which is quite large for the samples
studied (d>10nm)

The first noticeable effect of increasing the température towards T^ was that D*in moved
to larger séparation. In terms of Figure 5.4, thepath (abc) should stiU be foUowed with
D*in increasing to larger values with température . However, température may hâve an
effect on f„ and account for the increase seen in D*in. When AT<-8°C, the L3 régime
was observed over most ofthe force-distance profile, except atsmall séparations. In this
case, aU the sponge phase is squeezed out from between the surfaces until the AOT
bilayer wetting each surface interact togive the strong repulsion seen inthe force-distance
profile. This was discussed in the preceding section and implies that ts is just the
thickness ofthe thin brine layer plus one AOT bUayer. At températures doser to TL the
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surface induced wetting layer may penetrate further into the confined film so that ts

increases to accommodate a greater number of smectic layers. As the two surfaces

approach each other with thicker wetting layers, an increase in the critical séparation D*in

should resuit. Again, no direct measurement of ts from the interferometry was possible

so an increase of ts with température cannot be ruled out. Such an effect would represent

a wetting-type transition which could be studied by elUpsometry as previously done for

simple fluids [38].

i^Vs

I
(a) d » m

(b) D > D*ù (b1) D>D*ix

(C) D < D*in

Figure 5.4: Proposed order parameter, yr, profile as afunction ofsurface séparation,
D. Each surface iswetted by a smectic layer ofthickness ts comprised ofa brinefilm and
AOT bilayer. At large surface séparation the fluid at the midplane is the disordered
sponge phase as shown in (a). Ultimately the whole layer becomes ordered, as in (c),
when the droplet of lamellar phase condenses. The transformation from (a) to (c) may
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occur via two différent intermediate stages. As the surface séparation is reduced, the
wetting layer may become thicker (b'), or the wetting layer may not change (b).

Although no rigorous theory has been devised to fit the measurements presented hère, the
expected form ofthe fluid free energy can be proposed. Figure 5.5 shows a likely free
energy profile of the confined film, at constant température, as the L^a transition is
induced by the confining field. At large séparations where D»D*in most ofthe fluid is
in the disordered sponge state but the secondary minima at y/, aUows the lameUar phase to
wet the silica walls in accordance with the expérimental observations. As the surface

séparation is reduced, theconfining field makes propagation ofthe surface induced order
more favourable until at D=D*in the free energy density profile changes discontinuously
to give a minima at y/s below that of thedisordered state. Atthis point theconfined film
takes on the lamellar structure, represented by yr=y/s, over its whole thickness.
Furthermore an energy barrier now exists between the ordered lamellar state, yf=y/s, and
the sponge phase at yr=0 leading to a hystérésis between D*in and D*out in agreement
with the expérimental observations.

The most likely effect of changing the température is to shift the free energy of the \f/s
state. As the température approaches TL(X, the energy barrier to formation ofthe lameUar
phase should be reduced as shown in Figure 5.6. The critical surface séparation £>*,„
should therefore increases as a smaUer energy contribution from the confining field is
required to surmount the barrier to condensation of the lameUar phase. Furthermore, the
hystérésis range between D*in and D*out should also increases since the minima at y/s is
lower and the barrier needed to retum to the sponge state wiU be larger. The effect of
température is thereforequite important in achieving the confinementinduced transition.

For the lowest températures studied, AT<-8°C, the La régime was not seen (Figure 3.2)
indicating that the confining field alone was not strong enough to overcome the energy
barrier to condensing the lameUar phase. In thèse experiments the température was the
control parameter used to adjust theproximity ofthe sponge sample to the lameUar phase
boundary in the phasediagram. An équivalent control parameter is the sait content ofthe

sponge sample. In a séries of measurements complimentary to those presented in this

thesis, Petrov etal. showed thatthecritical séparation D*in increased with decreasing sait
content [26]. The depth ofthe minima at y/s is therefore set byproximity ofthe sample to
thebulklameUar phase boundary, depending on boththe température and saitcontent.
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D>D*

Figure 5.5: Schematic diagram showing the free energy of the confinedfilm as a

function ofits degreeoforderatfixed température. The spongephase is considered to be

completely disordered, \j/=0, and isfavoured when D>D*i„. The silica surfaces locally

induce a layered ordering so yrtakes the value y/s neareachsurface. Reducing the surface

séparation makes ordering ofthefluid morefavourable. Upon reaching D~D*in, thefree

energy profilejumpsdiscontinuously to a new minimum and thewholefilm transits to the
ordered state y=i//i.

Turning once again to capillary condensation of pure liquids, the vapour pressure is

analogous the température (or sait concentration) for the présent system . As the vapour

pressure approaches saturation, the critical séparation at which Uquid condensation occurs

becomes greater [32]. A similar effect was seen in this thesis as summarised in Figure

3.3 where D*in increases as the température approaches T^a. Once again D*in is
restricted to values that can accommodate intégral number of smectic layers. Furthermore

the observation of Burgers vector two dislocations in the La régime suggests that £>*,„

should increases in order to accommodate 2n smectic layers.
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Figure 5.6: Schematic diagram showing the expected change in thefree energy profile
for the sponge phase as the bulk sponge to lamellarphase transition température, TL(Jf is
approached. Both the L3 and La states can coexist when the température reaches T3.
This is équivalent to AT=0°C which represents bulk phase séparation. The remaining
curves are in theséquence Tj<T2<T3.

5.4 THE La REGIME

The La régime was studied in considérable detaU especiaUy at températures close to 7^
where the induced lamellar droplet was stable to large surface séparations. Interestingly,
the characteristic defect observed in the La régime and the pure lameUar phase close to the
La/L3 phase boundary was an edge dislocation ofBurgers vector 2. The topology ofthis
defect is related to the sponge phase coinciding with current ideas ofthe gênerai sponge-
lameUar transition as discussed in Chapter 4 [23-25,39].

The major différence between the La régime and the force-distance profile ofthe pure
lamellar phase was the background attraction upon which the osciUations were
superimposed. The strongly attractive background of the La régime was due to the fact
that the induced lamellar phase exists in a central droplet surrounded by sponge phase, as
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shown in Figure 5.6. In analogous SFA studies on capillary condensation of pure liquids

from vapour, the Laplace pressure within the liquid droplet pulls the surfaces into

adhesive contact [40]. In gênerai, the Laplace pressure across an interface with surface

tension yis given by:

—+ —AP=y
v/i

(5.1)
'2j

where r; and r2 are the principle radii of curvature of the interface. In the experiments

presented hère an attractive interaction was seen upon formation of the lamellar droplet,

but the surfaces did not jump into contact. This indicates that the Laplace pressure across

the interface delimiting the droplet was not high enough to squeeze out the induced

lamellar structure between the surfaces. The reason for this is the low surface energy of

the La/L3 interface. The background attractive force observed in the La régime arising

from the présence ofthe condensate is therefore directly related to the surface energy of

the interface around the induced liquid droplet. In the présent system, this provides the

opportunity to measure the La/L3 interfacial tension from the La régime.

/ s s s s s y / //aj,

'À/////////////////////////////////,

Figure 5.6: Cross section of the SFA surfaces and confined fluid film after
condensation ofthe lamellar phasefrom the bulk sponge phase. The crossedcylinder
geometry is approximated to a sphère ofradius R on aflat.
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5.4.1 Measurement of the La/L3 Interfacial Tension

The following analysis was first due to Petrov who studied the spontaneous séparation of
a water droplet upon confinement of a balanced water andoil microemulsion in the SFA
[41]. An attractive force was seen as a resuit of the formation of a water bridge upon
confinement ofthe microemulsion aUowing anestimate ofthewater/oU interfacial tension
tobe made by fitting the force-distance profile. Since mica surfaces were used, the water
was the preferred wetting phase. The nature ofthe interface was therefore a monolayer
separating the oil from the water droplet. The analysis is therefore applicable to this
thesis, except that the wetting phase hère isthe lameUar phase.

The classical theory of capiUarity relevant to the SFA geometry was reviewed in Chapter
1. The central law is described by the Kelvin équation which involves the vapour
pressure in vapour phase experiments, or the soluté activity in the case ofbinary fluid
phase séparation [31]. Thèse quantities are difficult to relate to complex fluids like the
sponge phase and microemulsions. Petrov has used a ihermodynamic calculation spécifie
to surfactant phases to overcome this problem. Hère the model will be described with

some modifications relevant to the sponge/lameUar phase transition and the preceding
description ofthetransition. The final resuit however, isquantitatively the same as that
first derived by Petrov [41].

To begin, Figure 5.7 Ulustrates the two extrême situations before and after the sponge to
lamellar transition inthe confined film. Upon condensation ofthe lameUar phase, some
ofthe interface between the wetting Laphase and the bulk L3 phase is annihUated. This
is the région over which the induced lameUar droplet wiU cover, and has surface area Si.
Theinterface hasanassociated tension y,,, hence annihUation ofthisinterface constitutes
a lowering of the free energydescribed by ÀGy :

AGi=-^r// (5.2)

Inwhat foUows, it wUl become clear that AGi provides the only favourable contribution
tothe total free energy offorming a capillary condensate oflameUar phase. Equation 5.2
therefore describes the driving force for thesponge to lameUar transition.

Another conséquence of the transition is that a new La/L3 interface is formed, with
surface area S2 and interfacial tension yL, encapsulating the induced lamellar droplet.
This constitutes an increase in the free energy, described as AG2 where:

AG2 = S2y± (5.3)
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Figure 5.7: The sponge lamellar phase transition changes the confined film by

annihilating the lamellar sponge interface atSj, and creating the sponge lamellar interface

at S2. Moreover, thesamplewithin theinduced droplet ofvolume Vbecomes ordered.

The fact that the fluid in the induced phase is ordered also constitutes a loss in the free

energy. A convenient way to evaluate this effect is through the order parameterprofile

shown in Figure 5.8 which is équivalent to that in Figure 5.4 described previously.
Loosing the interfacial area Si corresponds to the shaded areas in Figure 5.8(a) which, at

the transition, move upwards to give a uniform distribution of the order parameter at

y/= y/y. The free energy increase associated with ordering the confined fluid film, AGj, is
given by

AG3=jp.dV=pV (5.4)

where p is the différence in free energy between the states y/=0 and y/= y/s (see Figure
5.8) and Vis the volume ofthe induced droplet.
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Figwre 5.*; («; Order parameter profile before (solid Une) and after (dotted Une) the
sponge to lamellar transition. The shaded Une shows the order parameter, ofthefluid
near the interface ofthe wetting phase, that is lost as the transition takes place, (b) The
shaded région shows the part offree energy profile corresponding to the annihilated
La/L3 interface upon reaching the transition. The height p represents the free energy
différence between the original sponge phase and the ordered state at y/s.

The total change in free energy upon condensing the droplet oflameUar phase is therefore
the sum ofAGh AG2, and AG3, augmented by the elastic energy ofthe stack oflamellae
(Equation 4.14) [42, 43]. The elastic compression (or décompression) of the
homeotropically aligned smectic layers away from their equilibrium reticular spacing
increases the free energy. The total free energy AG is therefore written:

AG = -ynSx + yj2 +pV+nRB
{D-n0d)2

nnd
(5.5)

where Si, S2, and Vcan be related to the surface séparation D from the geometry ofthe
surfaces shownin Figure 5.6 and 5.7 as [41]:

2 \

Si~*% 2 +
R

AR2

S2 « 2nRm

V-XRI

D+&
2R

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

Hère Rm is the radius of the induced lamellar droplet as shown inFigure 5.6 where the
droplet is approximated toexist as a cylinder sothat Rm=r2.
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Defining the constant RK = yn/p, Equation 5.5 may be written as:

= -^DRKRm
2m y„ y„ R %R

^^^ ^^

f J 2// n0d

The behaviour of Equation 5.9 is shown in Figure 5.9 neglecting the last term due to the

elastic response of the lamellar stack. When D>2Rk, the linear term in Equation 5.9

dominâtes and a droplet cannot exist. At D<2Rr a secondary minimum occurs at finite

Rm indicating that a stable droplet can exist. The equilibrium radius Rm is given by

minimising the free energy:

9AG
= 0,

L^DRK-{2RK-D)Rm^^Rl+-U\-^\Rl=0
17/ ly„ R 2R R

(5.10)

which can be reorganised to give and expression for R„

Rm=^2R{2RK-D) (5.11)

Thus, there exists a critical radius, 2Rr, below which a droplet will be stable, as shown

in Figure 5.9 when secondary free energy minimum occurs. However, a capillary
condensate of the lamellar phase should only form when AG(Rm)<0. Hence, the

hystérésis observed in D*in and D*out is also apparent in Figure5.9. The lamellarphase

forms when D=D*in which corresponds to the point in Figure 5.9 where the secondary
minimum appears below zéro. For the dropletof induced lameUar phase to dissolve, an
energy barrier must be overcome to return to Rm=0.

The force between the surfaces bridged by the droplet of lamellar phase may be then
calculated as [41]:

F=-4;àG =-KK(2y1+pRm)+nBR<£-^l
dD n0d

(5.12)
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(or D<D*. )
in

Figure 5.9: Normalisedfree energy ofthefluid confined between the SFA surface as a
function ofthe condensate droplet radius, Rm (Equation 5.9). Adroplet will be stable
only if the surface séparation, D, is less than twice the critical radius RK. The initial
condensation of the wetting phase should only occur when AG/(2itp)<0 which
corresponds tothe expérimental situation ofD<D*m

To this point a distinction has been made between the interfacial tensions y,, and yL
which arises from the nature ofthe La/L3 interface. The initial constraint placed on the
induced lamellar droplet is that ofhomeotropic orientation ofthe layers with respect to the
SFA surfaces. However, the La/L3 interface is curved around the induced lameUar phase
as shown inFigure 5.7. Some ofthe lameUae should therefore meet La/L3 interface atan
angle while others are paraUel. AsimUar arrangement has been previously demonstrated
in thermotropic liquid crystals when a smectic Aphase was grown as a droplet at the
air/isotropic phase interface. The smectic layers aUgned paraUel toairinterface but curved
around and were anchored perpendicularly to the smectic-isotropic interface [44]. The
interfacial tensions, yn and yx shown above, correspond to smectic layers aligned
paraUel and perpendicular to the La/L3 interface respectively foUowing the analogous case
ofsmectic/isotropic system. In reality, the La/L3 interface studied hère is probably far
more complicated as Quilliet et al. hâve shown that nucleation ofthe La phase in asponge
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phase occurs with a spécial epitaxy in the orientation of the smectic layers [45]. The

membranes ofthe lamellarphase were observed to meet the La/L3interface at non-trivial

angles, that is neither 0° nor 90° [45, 46] which imply an anisotropy between yn and
yx. An explanation was given based on the principle that with such an epitaxy both d
and £ could be maintained in the lamellar and sponge phase respectively as each phase
met the interface [46]. The significance of thèse effects to the présent system is that a
large anisotropy between y,, and y± would complicate the analysis of the free energy
contribution arising from various régions around the curved La/L3 interface. Such an

analysis would further require detailed knowledge of the orientation of the membranes

over the whole La/L3 interfacial région. The analysis presented hère is therefore quite
simplistic, but as shown below, gives a reasonable estimate of the La/L3 interfacial
tension. In order to relate Equation 5.12 to the expérimental measurements presented in
this thesis, the followingrearrangement can be made:

-m-4nyfl
(
1-

D

\ 2R
+*lBzséL

K J n0d
(5.13)

In order to arrive at Equation 5.13, the terms involving yL hâve been neglected as their
contribution should be small compared to that of terms involving y„. This is a
reasonable approximation as the area of each interface 5; and S2 in Figure 5.7 are
différent orders of magnitude, S2 being the smallest. Furthermore, the observations of
Qwlhetef a/, indicated that yx is extremely low, ofthe order of 107 N.nr1 [46]. Note
that this notation is slightly misleading given that the smectic layers were shown to
usually orient at oblique angles to the La/L3 interface [46]. Nevertheless, the
measurement of y„ described below wiU show that yjy,,«\ justifying the omission
of y± from Equation 5.13.

Equation 5.10 indicates that the interaction between the two surfaces should give a force-
distance profile that is comprised ofparaboUc oscillations, due to the elastic response of
the lamellar stack, superimposed on an attractive background that is almost Unear with
distance. The attraction arises from the capillary pressure inside the lamellar droplet and
can only exist for D<2RK. The features described by Equation 5.13 were indeed
observed in the La régime as shown in Figure 5.10 (reproduced from Figure 3.3(c)).
Hence the surface tension may be estimated by the straight Une fit of the attractive
background ofthe La régime. In Figure 5.10 the solid Une has been fitted by eye. The
F/R intercept, 4ny„, gives y^O.03 mN.nr1 and the position ofD*out gives 2RK which
in this case is 250 nm. There is somescatterof the oscillation minimaaroundthe Une of

best fit and some ofthe oscillations are also jumped over which causes some uncertainty
in the linear fit of the data. The attractive background should also deviate from linear
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behaviour when Dis near 2RK as the droplet curvature is small in this limit. Taking the
maximum and minimum possible slopes which span aU of the data points along the
attractive background, the values of y„ measured from each intercept varies from about
0.025 mN.ra-' to 0.035 mN.nr1. Hence the uncertainty in the measured value of yn can
be considered to be around ±0.01 mN.m-i. Asimilar fit of the other sponge samples
studied, 0=0.135, and 0=0.091, was not attempted as a continuous data set for the full
La régime was not obtained.
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Figure 5.9: Force-distance profile measured at AT=-2°C for a sponge sample of
0=0.182 (see Figure 3.3). Thefilled circles show the data measured upon approach of
the two surfaces and empty circles show the data measured upon séparation. The solid
Une has beenfitted by eye and gives y//=0.03 mN.m1 and RK=D*out=250 nm.
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Applying the same analysis to the La régime observed for the same sample at each

températures studied (Figure 3.3, Chapter 3) shows several interesting features. The

straight Une fit to the background force of the La régime at AT=-4.5°C (Figure 3.3(b))
and AT=-6.5°C (Figure 3.3(a)) yields the parameters summarised in Table 5.1. From

Equation 5.13 the slope A(F/R)/AD, which is proportional to 2np, should become smaUer

as D*out becomes larger. This can be seen in Figure 5.8 as the bulk transition

température is approached p decreases. However, the intercept at D=0 in the force

distance profile, équivalent to 4nyin should not be affected as it does not involve the p

term. The slope and F/R intercepts measured at différent température shown in table 5.1

are therefore consistent with the overaU prédictions of Equation 5.13.

Table 5.1: Characteristics ofthe background attraction ofthe La régimefor the sponge

sample at 0=0.182 for différent températures. The interfacial tension yn is given by

F/R^rcy,, when the surface séparation is zéro. A(F/R)/AD is the slope ofthe straight

Unefit to the attractive background. Values are measuredfrom Figure 5.10 and Figures

3.3 (Chapter 3).

AT

(°C)

F/R intercept

(mN.ni-1)

Yn

(mN.ni-1)

A F/R

AD

(xlO3 N.m-2)

-2.5 0.36 0.03±0.01 1.4

-4.5 0.34 0.03 3.1

-6.5 0.34 0.03 4.0

The task that remains is to put the yn measured hère in perspective by considering other

studies of related Systems. In the analogous system in thermotropic liquid crystals, A

typical value ofthe isotropic/smectic-A interfacial tension is around 30 mN.nr1 [44,47],

which is three orders of magnitude greater than the La/L3 interface measured hère. At the

other extrême, the interfacial tension of oil/water microemulsions can be as low as 0.1-1
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uN.nr1 [41,48-51]. Oswald and Kléman hâve also measured avalue of approximately
0.01 mN.m1 for the surface tension of the boundary separating adjacent domains of
hexagonal Uquid crystals with différent orientations [52]. Considérable attention has been
given to the surface tension around lamellar droplets of onion phases [53, 54] which in
part détermines the droplet size [55]. The surface tension around the onion droplets was
also found to be around 0.1 mN.m-1 [55]. The La/L3 interface is expected to hâve alow
interfacial energy as there is amembrane continuity previously shown by Quilliet et al
[45, 46].

5.5 CONCLUSIONS

The SFA measurements presented in the thesis for the two différent self assembled fluids
hâve been drawn together to gain a more complète understanding of the sponge to
lamellar phase transition induced by confinement. Many ofthe features observed could
be rationalised in terms of well established behaviour of fluids at interfaces. The
interaction between the two surfaces arising from the modification offluid order was weU
established for the L3 régime. The influence of the surfaces and the confining field also
gave rise to regular structural oscUlations in the complex fluid otherwise thought to be
isotropic in bulk. More study is required to fuUy understand the influence the surfaces
hâve on the sponge structure and origin ofthe osciUations observed in the L3 régime.

The features observed in the force-distance profile ofthe lameUar phase, either a bulk
phase or induced by confinement, were more completely understood compared to the L3
régime. The similarity between the force-profiles ofthe induced La phase and the pure
La phase indicates aconsistent behaviour ofthe lamellar phase near the sponge/lameUar
transition boundary. The main différence between thèse two force-distance profiles was
the appearance of the distinctive attractive background of the La régime. FoUowing many
ofthe principles previously outlined for capiUary condensation an estimate ofthe surface
tension ofthe La/L3 interface was possible. The SFA has therefore proved to be auseful
tool for measuring ultra low interfacial tensions.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

The experiments presented in this thesis hâve shown that a first order transition from the

L3 (sponge) phase to the lamellar phase can occur when the sponge phase is confined

between two smooth rigid walls. Observation of the transition was possible using the

SFA due to the différent force-distance profiles that arose when the confined fluid film

changed structure. In this way the first order nature of the transition was evidenced by

the sudden change in the force-distance profile at a well defined surface séparation.

Performing a séries ofexperiments as a function of température showed that the transition

was also dépendent on the position of the sponge sample in the phase diagram with

respect to the lamellar phase boundary. For sponge samples at a température far from the

bulk L3/La phase transition, the confining field alone was not sufficient to induce the

transformation. Adjusting the température closer to the L3/La transition température

favoured the lameUar state in the confined fluid film. Although no formai theory was

developed to account for the transition, the experiments clearly indicated the importance

ofthe surface field, the température, and the confining field.

In gênerai, the force-distance profiles measured by the SFA gave a direct view of the

effects of an applied strain on the confined fluid film. However, the actual fluid structure

and the changes that occur within the fluid must be inferred. Some difficulties were

therefore met when attempting to account for ail of the features of the L3 régime. In

particular, the origin of the oscillations observed in the L3 régime was not completely

understood. Thèse oscillations were weak and had a periodicity that was approximately

twice the characteristic size of the sponge phase measured in scattering studies. The

symmetric nature ofthe inside and outside subvolumes ofthe sponge may account for the

observed periodicity. A model was presented where the sponge structure responds to the

applied strain by moving a. pair of basic units ofthe sponge structure in order to protect

the symmetry. However, the actual mechanism by which the sponge cells move was not

completely understood.
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Another feature of the L3 régime was the overall attractive background upon which the
oscillations were superimposed. The attraction arises due to amodification ofthe sponge
structure near each rigid waU. Asuitable order parameter to describe this effect is not
entirely obvious from the SFA data alone. Apossible candidate is the order parameter
previously considered in Ught scattering studies which describes the fluctuations ofthe
inside and outside subvolumes ofthe sponge. One way to test this would be to perform
similar SFA measurements near the symmetric/asymmetric transition, where the
inside/outside order parameter should diverge. Some initial work to this effect has been
carried out, but no définitive conclusions could be made. Thèse experiments required the
use of very dilute samples giving weak forces near the resolution limits of the SFA
presenting some difficulties inthe analysis.

The transformation of the sponge phase to the lamellar phase was evidenced by the
appearance of the La régime. Interprétation of the La regime was more straightforward
than the L3 regime. The periodicity of the osciUations was linked to the reticular spacing
expected for a bulk lamellar phase of similar membrane volume fraction. Further
évidence confirming the structure ofthe induced phase was gained from the parabolic
shape of the oscillations which could be analysed to extract the modulus of
compressibUity. Thèse results were in good agreement with the compressibUity modulus
expected theoreticaUy for alameUar phase stabiUsed by undulation forces. Separate SFA
experiments using pure La samples showed many features in common with the La regime
confirming thèse interprétations.

The oscUlations observed in the force-distance profiles ofthe induced lamellar phase and
the pure lamellar phase occur due to the formation of edge dislocations loops. An
interesting observation was that the edge dislocations had apreferred Burgers vector of
two. Such adefect can be seen as ahandle joining two membranes which arises naturaUy
from the bicontinuous topology ofthe neighbouring sponge phase.

The confinement induced sponge to lameUar phase transition was shown to be an example
of a capillary condensation phenomena where the lamellar phase was the preferred
wetting phase. The induced lamellar phase exists between the SFA surfaces in a central
droplet surrounded by the bulk sponge phase. The analogous situation in amore classical
capillary condensate is adroplet of pure liquid surrounded by its vapour. One major
différence in the pure liquid/vapour Systems is that the interfacial tension is quite high
giving astrong attraction between the SFA surfaces resulting from the Laplace pressure
inside the induced droplet. In contrast, the low value ofthe interfacial tension ofthe
La/L3 interface allows the Laplace contribution of the total interaction between the
surfaces to be measured continuously. Therefore, following many of the principles
previously developed from measurements of capiUary condensation in the SFA for simple
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fluids, analysis of the La regime could be extended to obtain an estimate of the L^La

interfacial tension. The value obtained was 0.03 pN.nr1. Force measurements in the

confined sponge phase were therefore shown to give a relatively straightforward way of

accessing the sponge/lameUar interfacial tension. Suchan experiment represents a rather
élégant way of measuring this otherwiseelusive parameter.

In summary, the work presented in this thesis can be looked upon in two ways. First it

hasdescribed the interaction between two walls that induce a firstorderphasetransition.

This aspect of the work has shown the interaction that arises from modification of the

fluid order near the walls. Furthermore, condensation of the preferred wetting phase
causes an interface to form between the bulk phase and the induced phase which also

gives rise to a spécifie interaction. Secondly thiswork can be seen as a novel study ofthe
effect that confinement has on fluids with complex internai structures. From this point of
view, it has been shown how the force-distance profile can provide insight into the
structure of the sponge and lamellar phases and how eachresponds to an applied strain.
Some questions remain concerning themechanism ofthe lameUar phase condensation. In
particular, additional experiments should becarried out toprobe the thickness ofthe layer
wetting the silica walls as a function of both surface séparation and température. Surface
reflectivity techniques such as elUpsometry or low angle neutron reflectivity would be
useful tools to shed light on this problem. Also lacking is a microscopic theory
describing the mechanism by which the sponge phase responds to the applied strains.
With sucha theory one should be able to predict the shape ofthe oscillations seen in the
L3 regime and gain some structural information regarding the movement ofthe handles or

any defects that may form. Despite thèse unanswered questions, this thesis has described

some novel, and hopefully useful, experiments on the sponge and lamellarphases. An

obvious extension to the experiments would be to incorporate an independent technique to
probethe structure ofthe confined fluid film. Suchan experiment could then measure the

force-distance profile and also the structure of the fluid as a function of the surface

séparation. Thèse developments will présent a powerful tool to enhance our

understanding of complex fluids and interfacialphenomena.
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